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Chapter I
 

INTRODUCTION
 

1.1 Background to the Report
 

On July 31, 1986 the inauguration ceremony of Ouagadougou Dam Number 2 was
 
performed. This ceremony, in which the dam was renamed the "Martin Luther King

Jr. Dam" represented the culmination of activities which began in 
the spring

of 1985 and resulted in the rehabilitation of one of the principal storage
 
reservoirs which serves the municipal water supply needs for the 
city of
 
Ouagadougou.
 

Funding for the project 
was provided by the Office of Foreign Disaster
 
Assistance (OFDA) as a part of the African Drought Supplemental Funds initia
tives. OFDA funds through the USAID mission were also made available to the
 
WASH Project to provide technical assistance in dam design and engineering
 
services during construction.
 

Dam rehabilitation was a new area of endeavoL for 
both OFDA and WASH. For WASH
 
the project was a departure from assignments which are normally short-term
 
consultations to assignment included months of field
an which seven hands-on 

construction management.
 

The purpose of this report is, therefore, to provide a brief review of the
 
project and, based on the lessons learned, to develop recommendations for the
 
undertaking of similar projects in the future.
 

1.2 Scope of Work
 

WASH provided two consultants to the project. Roger Wood, design engineer,
 
provided preliminary design drawings for the dam, prepared cost estimates and
 
payment terms, and assisted in the grant agreement preparations. Mr. Wood also
 
reviewed and approved 
 the final designs prepared by the construction
 
contractor, SATOM. The duration of Mr. Wood's work totaled five months.
 

The resident construction engineer, VicLor Layton, provided on-site
 
supervision of construction progress and approved work completion submittals
 
by SATOM. He provided daily liaison with the contractor, assisted in the
 
management of construction activities, and consulted wit'! the engineering
 
offices of the government of Burkina Faso. Mr. Layton also provided frequent
 
briefings on work progress to USAID from start of construction until mid June,
 
1986.
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2.1 

2.2 

Chapter 2
 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
 

Project Conception
 

At the request of the USAID Mission in Burkina Faso, a WASH team visited
 
Burkina Faso between March 2 and March 25, 1985. The team consisted of Ralph
 
Preble, hydrologist, and Prescott Stevens, sanitary engineer. The terms of
 
reference for their assignment were to focus on action plans needed to address
 
short-term solutions to the water shortage in Ouagadougou and to review a
 
Government of Burkina Faso (GBF) proposal for a long-term supply solution to
 
the capital's water supply needs.
 

The WASH team recommended several immediate and long-term solutions 1,o the
 
water supply shortage. Several recommendations focused on improving the
 
efficiency of use of the water supplied by the series of three reservoirs
 
located on the edge of Ouagadougou. Dam Number 2 was found to be partially
 
collapsed and in a generally deteriorated state. In order to determine the
 
magnitude of repairs needed for Dam Number 2 a third WASH consultant, Roger
 
Wood, was requested by the Mission. Mr. Wood's assignment was to make a
 
detailed assessment of the dam, review basic contract documents prepared by
 
the GBF for rehabilitation of the dam, and estimate the costs of rehabili
tation in order to help determine the suitability of using OFDA drought funds.
 
Mr. Wood undertook the assessment between April 30 and May 6, 1985.
 

The conclusions reached by Mr. Wood were that the subsidence of the dam 
spillway was due to leakage through the spillway foundation material. Further 
subsidence of the spillway could be expected whenever the reservoir rose to 
normal pool level. Continued leakage would expose more of the dam's core 
material to erosion and result in the complete deterioration of the dam. The 
repairs proposed by the CBF for the dam were found to be appropriate with some 
modifications. The primary suggested modifications were a reduction in the 
amount of embankment replacement, the addition of seepage cutoff walls under 
the proposed spillway, and the addition of filter fabric to reduce the loss of
 
fines from the embankment. The initial cost estimate for tile repairs totaled
 
$1 million.
 

Design Stage
 

Based on Mr. Wood's report and the request of the USAID Mission to Burkina
 
Faso, OFDA authorized funding for the rehabilitation of Dam Number 2 and for
 
WASH to provide technical assistance. Mr. Wood returned to Ouagadougou in mid-

July, 1985, to review the bids received by the GBF, review the evaluation
 
report on the bids prepared by a GBF committee, and aid in the preparation of
 
documents which would be consistent with USAID funding.
 

The GBF committee had recommended the selection of the firm SATOM as the best
 
qualified and most responsive bidder. The bid of SATOM included several
 
alternate designs as well as the basic design proposed by the GBF. The
 
committee preferred one of the alternates, the replacement of the center
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portion of the dam with a concrete spillway instead of the GBF-proposed design
 
of a culvert type spillway of increased capacity on a rehabilitated earth fill
 
section. Thq GBF also had a strong desire for this alternate. The construction
 
of the alternate would result in a dam which would have a longer life and
 
require less maintenance. The committee in their evaluation recognized that
 
there were flaws in the alternate design proposed by SATOM and the conceptual
 
sketches did not include several feature- requested by USAID due to timing of
 
the receipt of bids and the requests by USAID. The GBF had indicated to the
 
contractor modifications that were necessary to correct these flaws.
 

The conceptual sketches submitted by SATOM lacked features necessary for an
 
adequate rehabilitation and estimation of construction costs which contained
 
only a portion of the work necessary fcr the project. In Mr. Wood's opinion,
 
the alternate proposed by SATOM was a good scheme a~id it appeared that it
 
could be constructed within the funds available but it would be necessary to
 
develop a complete set of preliminaty design drawings to reach an agreement on
 
the york to be performed and to develop a reliable preliminary cost estimate.
 

It was USAID's desiie to have the construction performed as a lump sum
 
contract and the grant approval based on approved final design drawings. The
 
emergency nature of the project primarily precluded this approach. Final 
design drawings would have taken four to six months to prepare, plus time 
would be required for drawing approval. The bids for the project had been 
based upon the European style of contracting where the contractor prepares the 
final design drawings and bases his bid only on conceptual design sketches 
and/or a written description of the work. His bid is therefore based on a 
preliminary quantity estimate to which he bids unit prices. The contractor 
also furnishes a description of his proposed operation, a description of 
materials he intends to use, a statement of his financial condition, and a 
summary of his experience. Clearly in this case, he could hot prepare final
 
design drawings without a contract nor would it be in the best interest of 
USAID to commit funding without basing it on a clearly defined scope of work,
 
quantity estimate, and material specification. The most appropriate answer
 
under the conditions was for Mr. Wood to prepare preliminary design drawings
 
and a detailed quantity estimate, and review thoroughly and modify if
 
necessary the material specifications proposed by the contractor.
 

Another factor that entered into the type of construction contract that would
 
have to be employed was that the proposed project was primarily a rehabili
tation of earth works. The exterior surface of the dam could be observed and
 
the amount of work rehabilitating the surface therefore could be calculated.
 
However, the condition of the dam below the surface could only be sampled. 
The interior of the dam could have various soil conditions and obstructions 
which are not picked up by the sampling and wculd be grounds for contract 
changes. It is therefore normal in this type of work, both in the United 
States and Europe, to base the contract on estimated quantities and unit 
costs. 

Mr. Wood, therefore, used most of his time during the mid-July to mid-

September, 1985, visit to Ouagadougou preparing preliminary design drawings
 
and discussing the drawings with the contractor and the GBF so that full
 
agreement would be reached on the scope of work. He reviewed the estimated
 
quantities and unit costs included in the SATOM bid for appropriateness and
 
developed additional quantity estimates and reviewed unit prices for these
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2.3 

items proposed by the contractor. At the conclusion of this effort, Mr. Wood's
 
opinion was that the proposed alternate could be constructed with the funds 
available at the rate of exchange in effect at that time. During this effort,
 
the contractor was in communication with his design advisors in Paris, in
 
order that their input could be considered in the preliminary designs.
 

The new design was based on U.S. Bureau of Reclamation concepts and U.S.
 
standards for materials and engineering principles. Because of the high
 
volume of traffic, both vehicular and pedestrian, a bridge was necessary over
 
the spillway section. Figures 1, 2, and 3 provide sketches of the bridge and
 
spillway sections.
 

In order to carry out the dam rehabilitation a limited scope grant agreement 
was entered into by the USAID and the GBF. The GBF had previously selected the
 
general contractor, SATOM. The GBF also arranged a subcontract with the
 
National Laboratory for soils and materials analyses. Skilled labor was
 
provided through local subcontractors. A 10-year warranty required by the GBF
 
of SATOM inserted an additional technical review and approval step by SOCOTEC,
 
a specialized technical agency based in Paris.
 

Based upon a unit cost fixed price contract the cost of the dam rehabilitation 
was originally estimated at $1,150,000. Because of the devaluation of the 
dollar, however, the cost was successively increased to 1,575,000. Proje.cted 
final billings indicate that the costs may somewhat exceed this figure.
 

Construction
 

Work on Dam Number 2 began in mid-Novembel 198. starting with the removal of 
the old structure. The major constraint placed on the rehabilitation was that
 
work was to be undertaken under dry conditions. Rains can normally be 
expected between May and September in Ouagadougou which made it imperative 
that all work below the reservoir fill level be completed by the end of May. 
Cofferdams were built to protect the work site from both upstream and 
downstream reservoirs. 

Given the necessity to complete the work before the 1986 rains a tight
 
schedule was dictated which stipulated the following:
 

o complete all work which could be at risk by rising 

water by the end of May, 1986;
 

o reach essential completion by early June, 1986;
 

o finish details by end of July 1986.
 

In order to meet those target dates the project stretegy underlined several 
important points. Keeping the target tIp front was considered critical.
 
Sticking to an internal schedule enabled progress to be certified. Eliminating
 
frills from the construction process and assuring that the contractor was paid
 
promptly and regularly were elements which were emphasized. Finally, and most
 
importantly, was the necessity to maintain a flow of information between all
 
the interested parties. Mr. Layton was particularly effective in balancing the
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Figure 1. Upstream view of
 
Ouagadougou Dam No. 2
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Figure 2. Downstream view
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Figure 3. Spillway section 
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information requirements of the GBF and its various offices, SATOM, 
USAID,
 
WASH, and the on-site construction crews.
 

Communication channels were primarily developed through regularly scheduled 
progress meetings with the GBF, daily personal contact with SATOM engineers,

and weekly written reports to USAID/WASH. The weekly reports provide an
 
interesting daily accounting of work progress and problems and 
are attached in
 
Appendix B.
 

During execution several factors affected work strategies including public

right-of-way, need for labor flexibility, shortage of skills and mechanical 
equipment, and the intransit 
time for imported materials. Because of the
 
dam's location as a link between a major housing section and Ouagadougou 
proper, it was necessary to make arrangements for foot and bicycle traffic
 
around the job site. In order to maintain the internal work schedule work 
crews were shifted and during the last few months worked routinely six plus
days per week and 12 hour days. The use of mechanical construction equipment 
was minimial. For example, all wooden forms were constructed by hand without 
use of power saws. Reinforcing bars were also cut and bent by hand. 
Mechanical equipment available included a concrete mixing plant, a motorized 
dolly, a iobile crane, a back-hoe, and earth-moving tractors and trucks. 
Mechanical breakdowns of this equipment and electrical interruptions caused 
periodic delays. The shipment of materials, procurement of spare parts and 
equipment, and the clearing of customs all took varying lengths of time which 
required adjustments in the work schedule. The use ofoccasional explosives
required special dispensation by the GBF in each instance. 

Although it was originally expected that all designs vould be essentially
complete before construction began, the emergency nature of the project, the
 
available construction 
 time prior to the next rainy season, the European
approach to the construction contract and the type of work to be performed by

the constractor precluded 
 that approach. The actual operation closely
followed the "fast track" type of U.S. contract. Component parts of the 
structure and project were designed, reviewed and constructed before 
succeeding portions of the work were designed. The designs were drawn in the 
Paris offices of SATOM, reviewed by Roger Wood and, based Wood's
on 

recommendation, approved USAID. occurred theby Delays in approval process
because of the difficulties in communication between the U.S., Paris, and 
Ouagadougou and because of disagreements over some specific design details.
 

The construction contract, following European customs, required the contractor 
to provide decennial insurance coverage on the structure. Decennial insurance 
insures the owner against any failures of the structure and resulting claims 
due to design and/or construction inadequacies for 10 years. The design and 
construction therefore requires review and approval by the insuring company.
The French firm SOCOTEC was engaged to review the plans and monitor the 
construction process. The review by SOCOTEC provided valuable inputs into the
project although some delays were encountered in the approval process. The 
field work was not sQiyificantly delayed due to the delays ini plan approvals
although some minor field changes were necessary without formally approved 
plans.
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In summary, the schedule for the construction phase was maintained and the
work was completed on the established target dates. The problems and resulting

delays were overcome by an insistence on decisions leading to problem

resolution. The sense of urgency required to complete the dam before the
 
rains served as a rallying point. The strong support of key individuals within
 
various GBF offices, USAID, and the U.S. Embassy were clearly evident and
 
contributed to project success.
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Chapter 3
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

3.1 Conclusions
 

The rehabilitation of Dam Number 
2 was successfully completed time
on and
within budget (except for currency fluctuations which were obviously outsidethe project's domain of influence). In consideration of the relatively complex
administrative arrangements between USAID, 
OFDA, WASH, SATOM
GBF, Paris,
SOCOTEC Paris, and 
the Burkinabe subcontractors, the project is a notable
accomplishment. The quality of construction is sound and the usefulness of the
dam and bridge are without question. The dam is an integral part of the water
supply system which supplies water to 
the 350,000 inhabitants of Ouagadougou.
 

Typical of many construction projects in developing countries, problems anddelays were frequently encountered in the rehabilitation of Dam NumberThese problems were successfully overcome in an expeditious manner primarily
2. 

because of the communication links created and a willingness to cooperateamong all involved parties. Cooperation was enhanced by the sense of urgencyestablished as a rallying point. In short, effective communication was the 
key.
 

3.2 Recommendations
 

Several specific and general recommendations are appropriate based 
on experience gained in this project. In order to protect the investments made in theOuagadougou water supply system, work to extend the life expectancy of Dam
Number 3, the dam furthest downstream, is required. Dam Number 3 is showingthe initial signs of problems which led to the ultimate deterioration of DamNumber 2. Outlays for maintenance and 
repair now will possibly save considerably more expenses at a future date.
 

This project demonstrated that a viable approach to be considered for emergency projects which involve substantial construction should be the systemcommonly known as "fast track" in Unitedthe States. The system blends well
with the European method of awarding design/construction projects. 
 It allows
 a project to be constructed in a minimum of time as the design is concurrentwith the construction. It does require an understanding of the fast tracksystem by all participants; a good set of preliminary drawings, quantityestimates, material specifications and contract documents prior to the awardof contract; continuous technical participation of the engineers during theconstruction; and acceptance of written or, in extreme situations, verbal
amendments 
 to the drawings as construction takes place. It should beemphasized that an understanding of, and flexibility towards, the localcontractural practices and work environment are always prerequisites for

successful implementation of such projects.
 

One final recommendation 
of a mere general nature is provided. Within the
water supply sector increasing evidence shows that rehabilitation and upgrading of existing systems could be more cost effective than the construction

of new projects. This project is an ofexample providing water on an emergency basis with a maximum impact at a minimum of cost. The construction of 
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new water supply systems tends to be costly and often encounters unexpected
 
problems overlooked during the design stage. As such, rehabilitation projects
 
should be considered as an alternative to any future USAID plans for
 
development of water supplies.
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APPENDIX A
 

Selected Photographs
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Photo i. May, 1985. Deterioration of rip rap material 
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protecting rese rvoi r embankment. Drought has caused
 
reservoir to become almost dry.
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Photo 2. May, 1985. Water has undercut dam and caused
 
evenrual collapse.
 



Photo 3. May, 1985. Masonry protection of dam has failed.
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Photo 5. July, 1985. Dam Number 2 showing collapsed portion
 
of roadway.
 

. --

Photo 6. July, 1985. Reservoir showing shallow depth of
 
water during drought.
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Photo 7. August, 1985. Rainy season has filled the
 
reservoir and water is flowing over the collapsed roadway.
 

Photo 8. May, 1985. Failure in concrete exposing rein

forcing steel.
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Photo 9. February, 1986. Work site protected by coffer dams
 
upstream and downstream.
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Photo 10. February, 1986. Excavation of old daLm is complete
 
and two cutoff walls are in place.
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Photo 12 (left).
 
" February, 1986. Portable
 

cocrete mix plant on
 
e lend of project
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Photo 13. March, 1986. Formwork in place Photo 14. March, 1986. Hand excavation
 
for wing-walls south abutment. for gabions on downstream side of
 

spillway. Old concrete beam at right.
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* Photo 15 (left). April, 1986.
 
Gabions on upstream side of
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Photo 16 (below). April, 1986.e. 

. Bridge support walls and
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_ ,k , 	 Photo 17 (above). 
April, 1986. Aerial view 

""'i of the dam construction 
,. site looking south. 
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...' .,:' Photo 18 (left). May, 

1986. Rip-rap installa
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tion on south upstream 
approaches to dam. Shows
filter cloth and cutoff 
trench. 
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Photo 19. July, 1986. Dam and roadway nearing completion.
 
Pedestrian traffic continues as work progresses.
 

Photo 20. July, 1986. Spillway section of dam showing steel
 
railings and light poles.
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Photo 21. July, 1986. Downstream view showing full length
 
of completed dam.
 

Photo 22. July, 1986. Dam Number 2 is on horizon with
 
reservoir Number 3 in foreground. Reservoir is nearly full
 
at height of rainy season.
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APPENDIX B
 

Daily Progress Reports
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DAILY ACTIVITY REPORT
 

Period: 11/17/85 to 11/23/85
 

Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS
 

Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
 

November 17, 1985
 

o 	Depart home at 1300 hrs.
 
o 	Arrive Boston, MA, 1615 hrs.
 
o 	Depart Boston for Paris 1900 hrs.
 

November 18, 1985
 

o 	Arrive Paris at 0730, CDG airport where I was met by Roger Wood.
 
o 	Checked in at Sofitel and spent the remainder of the day on an
 

excellent briefing session with Roger Wood. Also had occasion to
 
examine conceptual plans and photographs of the dam in its present
 
condition.
 

November 19, 1985
 

o 	Departed Paris (CDG Airport) at 0900 on UTA flight No.831
 
o 	Arrived Ouagadougou at 1730 hrs. local time.
 
o 	Checked in dt Hotel Silmande after fairly detailed entry procedure
 

for Burkina Faso.
 
o 	Telexed WASH Control Center to advise arrival.
 

November 20, 1985
 

o 	Contacted Mr. Baudouin De Marcken at USAID to arrange for transport
 
to the US compound where introductions were made to in-country
 
personnel.
 

o 	With USAID Project Officer, Mr. Augustin A. Ouattara- proceeded to
 
Study Office of Public Works Dept. for a courtesy visit with
 
Director Mr. Hipolyte Lingani.
 

o 	Met with USAID Misson Chief, Mr. Herbert Miller for introductory
 
visit and welcome.
 

o 	Was processed by administrative office and medical station. Requested
 
assistance from Consular unit for Burkina Faso visa extension over
 
a period of 12 months and multiple entries and exits.
 

o 	Called on SATOM Office in Ougadougou to meet with Director Geofrey 
and job superintendent Mr. Abasse (?). Received another copy of 
SATOM plans and schedule. 

November 21, 1985
 

o 	Was given additional vaccinations and processed visa extension
 
application through US Embassy.
 

o 	Reviewed final draft of the Project contract documentation in part.
 
o 	Visited the jobsite at Dam No.2 and observed the progress made in
 

the construction of the berm/cofferdam which is necessary to remove
 
and rebuild the dam in the dry. This work has been in progress for
 
approximately one (1)week.
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page 2
 

Daily Activity Report (Cont.)
 

November 21, 1985 (Cont.)
 

o 	Met with SATOM Superintendent at the jobsite to discuss our future
 
working relationship, anticipated technical problems, and means of
 
solution. SATOM will construct a Field Office on the North shore
 
of the lagoon and will provide space for the AID engineer.
 

November 22, 1985
 

o 	With USAID Project personnel, met with Comptroller to discuss and
 
resolve contractual problems related to the advance of funds for
 
mobilisation. Mobilisation line item must be defined and expended
 
within the first 90 contract days. Helped draft letter to the
 
Ministry of Public Works.
 

o 	Visited the jobsite where work continues to extend the cofferdam.
 
Progress is slow due to breakdown of trucks hired locally.
 

o 	Examined the extensive and detailed design calculations prepared

by R. Wood. Also, segregated and filed many of the documents left
 
for my perusal in a temporary office
 

o Received addit;onal vaccinations and Passport with visa extension.
 

November 23, 1985
 

o 	Visited the jobsite this morning and found that contractor is workinc
 
to extend the cofferdam. SATOM will not be working on Monday as
 
it is a Burkina Faso holiday.
 

o 	Contractor requested some assistance in causing the reiccation of
 
the telephone line which is located next to the dam. Such work is
 
believed to be the responsibility of Public Works. The safeguarding
 
of overhead high tension lines will also require consideration.
 

o 	Prepared reports for WASHAID and local distribution.
 

Residop Engkneer
 

Copies Furnished
 

USAID, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, (2)
 
WASH Operations Center, Arlington, Va. (1)
 
File (1)
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DAILY ACTIVITY REPORT
 

Period: 11/25/85 to 11/30/85
 

Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS
 

Title: Reconstruction of Dam N6.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
 

November 25, 1985
 

o 	Burkinabe holiday today. Dispatched weekly report by pouch. Also
 
forwarded R. Wood mail which arrived after his departure.
 

o 	Studied "Wang" procedure manual for future use of the word processor
 
which may be made available.
 

o 	Examined various studies and proposals made by local agencies in
 
support of the original grant request. Some of the documents are
 
outdated but have background value.
 

o 	Studied the quantity calculations prepared by Roger Wood which
 
served as a basis for revisions to the bid and the cost breakdown.
 

o 	Contractor did not work today because of holiday.
 

November 26, 1985
 

o 	Obtained clarification on the scope of supporting work which is to
 
be furnished by local agencies such as telephone, power, and water
 
supply.
 

o 	Visited the dan, construction site and noted the good progress on the
 
westerly cofferdam which has reached the halfway point. The east
 
cofferdam is catching up too.
 

o 	Examined the cofferdam borrow location. Material is largely rubble
 
from a demolished slun district and may contain enough fines to be
 
watertight.
 

o 	The contractor is building a field office on the north side of the
 
construction site. Foundation is in place. Walls will be constructed
 
from "banco".
 

o 	Received information throuhg local SATOM office that the final set
 
of contract drawings may not be available to the field for another
 
three weeks. This is not acceptable and we shall finds ways to
 
expedite the drawings.
 

November 27, 1985
 

o 	Moved into the office made available by USAID Mission and arranged
 
the papers and documents needed for the job.
 

o 	Visited the jobsite and again noted continuing progress on the
 
construction of the cofferdams. This part of the work is on schedule.
 

o 	Discussed the contract drawings i3sue with the SATON superintendent
 
who is also anxious to see their final version. The holdup is obviously
 
in Paris. We also dis ussed the submittal of sample materials such
 
as the "Ge:textile" (Bidim), the concrete design mix, the quality of
 
aggregates, sand, formwork, and the use of local sub-contractors.
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Daily Report of Activities 	 Page 2
 

-'ovember28, 1985
 

o 	Thanksgiving holiday. Attended reception and had traditional
 
dinner at the US Ambassador's residence. I met the ambassador
 
who had recently returned from a trip.
 

November 29, 1985
 

o 	Work continues on the jobsite and the construction of the cofferdam
 
is progressing.
 

o 	Went to the contractor's main office in Ougadougou to discuss the
 
requisition format, the cycle, and how we would negotiate the
 
quantities and payments.
 

o 	On the contract drawings we decided that the strategy to expedite
 
would be to set at, arbitrary date for a review in Paris with Mr.
 
Roqer Wood present. The date picked was December 10, 1985. This
 
appears reasonable as the local office has received an informal
 
commentary on the changes proposed by R. Wood.
 

o 	Prepared message to WASH Operations Center on the preceeding and
 
staffed the telex through the USAID Mission office.
 

o 	Met with Mr. Marcel Zongo, representative of the Ministry of Materiel,
 
Contract Division, and Mr. Augustin Ouattara, USAID, to informally
 
discuss and explain the changes we would like to see made to the
 
contract documents.
 

November 30, 1985
 

o 	Prepared the weekly report and letter of transmittal.
 
o 	Visited the jobsite and found the contractor working on the coffErdam.
 

In order to remain on schedule, he will work six (6) days each week.
 
I discussed future work schedules and was infnrmed that he may
 
work 12 hours or more once we get into the forming and concrete
 
placement work. Prefabrication of certain concrete structures was
 
also discussed, but does not appear practical at this time. The
 
superintendent and I agree that the present schedule is tight and
 
that no time can be wasted.
 

Resid Engeer
 

Copies 	Furnished:
 
USAID Mission Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso (2)
 
WASH Operations Center, Arlington, Va. (1)
 
File
 

VJL/vjl
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DAILY ACTIVITY REPORT
 

Period.-2-85 to 12-7-85
 

Project No. 3029-]67-ACT-OVS
 

Title: Rehabilitation of Dam No. 2 and Spillway, Ouagadougou.
 

December 2, ]985
 

o 	Visit to the jobsite indicates continued progress on the
 
cofferdam. Average daily material deliveries provide some
 
900 m .
 

o 	Contractor projects completion of cofferdam and the start
 
of pumping to Monday December ]6, ]985.
 

o 	Met with Directeur H. Lingani at the Ministry of Material
 
to report progress on the job in general terms. We also
 
spoke about periodic progress meetings and the organisation
 
of a progress control group. A. Ouattara and V. Layton will
 
represent USAID.
 

o 	Had visit from Mr. Michel Cohier, a French professor at the
 
local IDR University (Tel. 33-56-75) who is interested in
 
US support for the construction of small dams. Apparently
 
this is a recurrent request from various sources.
 

December 3, 1985.
 

o 	Again met in the office of Directeur Lingani to discuss the
 
functions of a Project Control Group. The main task will
 
be to verify compliance with specifications and to control
 
quantities. Control group will meet weekly at the jobsite.
 

o 	Visited the job and noted continued progress on the cofferdam.
 
Discussed the requirement for the relocation of power and
 
telephone lines as they will interfere with the demolition
 
of the dam. A small field office is under construction and
 
space will be provided for the resident engineer.
 

o 	Had long expected protocol meeting with US Ambassador to
 
Burkina, Mr. Leonardo Neher. He briefed me on his perception
 
of the project and the hoped for effect on US-Burkina rela
tions.
 

December 4, 1985
 

o 	Received and reviewed a breakdown of the "Mobilisation"
 
advance requested by SATOM. Discussed this with the USAID
 
Mission comptroller. The advance is substantial and contains
 
line items which could not be considered in stateside contracts.
 
Local practices require some consideration and may justify
 
the approach requested.
 

o Cofferdam construction is progressing nicely, especially on
 
the west side of the dam. When the east side is closed,
 
pumping can begin. The indications are that the estimate
 
of 16December will be good.
 

o 	Received and made a preliminary review of some contract
 
drawings on concrete forming from SATOM. Some, but not
 
all the changes recommended by R. Wood are included.
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Daily Activity Report (Cont.)
 

o 	Received telex from WASHAID Operations Center regarding
 
review of drawings with SATOM. AID Mission Director asked
 
that I travel to Paris to assist R. Wood since local funding
 
is a problem
 

December 5, 1985
 

o 	Moved from Hotel Silmande to Hotel Ricardo which is located
 
close to jobsite and is less impersonal.
 

o 	Accompanied Mr.A. Ouattara to the Equipment Ministry to call
 
on the General Secretary and request more detailed documen
tation for the "Mobilisation" advance. We also proposed
 
a recovery rate attuned to progress. During the visit I
 
also met the Minister.
 

o 	Westerly cofferdam is now closed and the bulk of the work
 
has shifted to the east side. Requested dust control measures.
 
Ministry asked for the same.
 

o 	Reviewed vehicle rental offerinq. Prepared telex to WASHAID
 
Operations Center requesting permission to proceed.
 

o 	Worked at AID Mission in an effort to arrange for air travel
 
to Paris and return. Managed to contact WASHAID by telephone
 
and believe that they understand my problem. Sandy may be
 
able to wire approval for air transport.
 

December 6, 1985
 

o 	Bingo, WASHAID came trough with message and travel authorization
 
Local travel assistant picked up the ticket and hotel reser
vations for me. Will depart Monday, 9 December mid-morning
 
and arrive Paris that evening, local time. Prepared telex reply.
 

o 	Work at the dam continues to progress. Foundation for the
 
field office is in place.
 

o 	 Discussed the location of the diesel pumps on the cofferddam 
and the positioning of the discharge pipes. A temporary 
roadway will be on the cofferdam. Access to the bridge itself 
will be reserved for the contractor. A fence will be installed. 

o 	Offered to carry SATOM material to Paris when I start on
 
the trip.
 

December 7, 1985
 

o 	Went to the 3obsite this morning on the way to work. Progress
 
continues. Discussed the need for transition slabs and
 
possible alternatives. Will take up with R. Wood.
 

o 	At USAID Mission office to prepare this report..
 
o 	Have purchased American Express checks for tr:Lp to France.
 
o 	Organising files and prepared record of telexes.
 

Residt Enineer
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DAILY ACTIVITY REPORT
 

Period: 9 -12-35 to 14-12- 85
 

Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS
 

Title: Reconstruction of Dam No. 2, Ougadouqou, Burkina Faso
 

December 9, 1985
 

o Field visit indicates that cofferdam can be closed today. Pumps have been
 
brought to the jobsite and were installed on the westerly side of the
 
cofferdam. Field Office walls are partially up.
 

o 	Confirmed the travel arrangements and left for Ouagadougou airport at 1000 Hrs.
 
Arrived Paris CDG airport at 1815 Hrs. and bussed to Frantel Orly as
 
arranged.
 

December 10, 1935
 

o 	Contacted Hir. 
 Boillot of SATCOM and met with him at the office. Learned that
 
Mr. Wood was detained by weather in Denver. Consequently I spent the day

with Mr. Boillot and Herkemyan to discuss the project drawings and the
 
proposed changes.
 

o 
Called WASHAID to report my presence in Paris and requested that R. Wood be
 
notified.
 

December 11, 1933
 

o 
Met with Mr. R. Wood at the SATOM Office for a design review.
 

o 	Discussed the preliminary findings with Messrs. Boillot and Hekemyan. Main
 
ppoint of dissention appears to be the bridge support system offered by

SATOH. Some of the suggestions made by SOCOTEC are under question.
 

December 12, 1935
 

o Continued the review of the drawings and sonie changes in the design were 
suqoested. It appears that more discussion will be required in the field
 
with the SATOM Manager, Mr. Geofroy.
 

o Moved to the Holiday Inn at the CDG airport for towmorrow's departure. Am
 
concerned that the deliberations on the dam design may delay the construction
 
schedule.
 

December 13, 1985
 

o 
Depart Paris from COG airport at 1300 Hrs. Arrived Ouagadougou at 1345 Hrs.
 
and was met by Mr. A Ouattara who advised that work was progressing, but that
 
the control group had not met last Tuesday as planned. Was also informed
 
that the contract changes had been made and we- ready for review.
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Daily Activity Report (Cont.)
 

December 14, 1985
 

o 	Poor start for the day. No transportation from hotel to jobsite and
 
USAID compound. Managed to hitch a ride to the jobsite and SATOM provided
 
lift to the Embassy.
 

o 	Observed that the cofferdam was completed and essentially pumped out. There
 
is minor leakage on the west side. East side is good.
 

o 	Demolition of the bridge and dam is well underway. It is now obvious that
 
dam was constructed in several stages and that failure was caused by the
 
poor method of construction and undermining. The removal of the concrete
 
structure is simple and will progress rapidly.
 

o 	R. Wood is at the Silmande working on the proposed design plans. I will meet
 
with him during the day.
 

ico .LaoA
 
Resio nt Engineer 

Distribution: 	 USAID Mission
 
WASHAID Operations Center
 
File
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DAILY ACTIVITY REPORT
 

Period: 15 December to 21 December 1985
 

Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS U1I'D e 6 6-063
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
 

15 	December
 

o 	Visited the jobsite to see the performance of the cofferdam. Pumpinc was
 
suspended durino the week-end. 
 Only a small amount of leakage was observed
 
on the west side. Thc source of tnat lUdkie appears to be in the
 
embankement.
 

o 	With the valve chamber and pipeline now fully exposed, it is aD*arent that
 
these existing structures will have to be removed in order to build the
 
new dam and bridne as now desioned. A different solution to transfer water
 
from resevoirN5.2 to No.3 would be desirable.
 

o 	Had brief visit with R. Wood at the Silmande. He is looking at the retar
 
drawings prepared by SATOM.
 

16 	December
 

o Briefed USAID Mission representative on the scope of discussions witr ShTYK.:

in Paris. US Ambassador in a chance encounterstressed the current political

value of the project and asked to be advised if any problems arise.
 

o At the jobsite, the demolition of the existing spillway is progressinc we'2.
 
Arranoements were made for the removal 
of the overhead power lines. This is
 
a safety recuirement.
 

o 	Discussed and interpreted pay-line items as they are defined in the 
contract.
 
The wordino is not clear, but the intent is obvious. RE will clear w-tr,
 
local SATCO' to be sure.
 

17 	December
 

o 	Attended meeting this morning with the "Project Control Grou)". 
 Mee-in ra
 
a late start and was not well attended. On the plus side, the exchanze was
 
easy and cordial. The Director of Studies (T.P.) arpeared to be well 
pleased

with the proqress made to date. SATOM,was represented.
 

o 	Mr. R.Wood and RE had lone meetino with the SATOM-! representatives tc discuss
 
construction details such as joints, waterstoDs, bridoe deck supoorts and the
 
effect of the proposed details on 	 It was
unit prices. a cocod meetin,'.
 

o 	The demolition of the existino dam structures are prooressino well. Tre
 con ractnr did r.mn h r c . ete o on 'r. - .heinto so'-e ,.,yyinfo rce d rr nb eth an.b-
These may have to be cracked with explosives before they can be removed with 
the dozers. This was not anticipated and the work will have to be cleared 
with the GOBF. 

13 	December
 

o 	Dozer operations in the central portion of the dam have uncovered another
 
layer of unreinforced concrete 1.2 m below the former spillway. 
This did not
 
show up in tne borings. Some lonoitudinal beams have also been uncovered.
 

o 	We had another meeting with the local 
SATOM Manager (Mr. Geoffroy) to discuss
 
details of design and interpretation of the contract package.
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Daily Activity Report (Cont.)
 

o 	The construction of the Field Office is coming along but the building
 
is far from being ready for occupancy.
 

o 	Discussed possible alternatives to the reconstruction of the valve
 
chamber with R, Wood and Mr. Geoffroy. We think that the valve and
 
pioe can be intearated into the design of the spillway. This will
 
simplify the approaches to the dam and lead to savings in finds and time.
 
RE will sound out Mr. H. Lingani on this subject.
 

o Had pleasant dinner with R. Wood at the home of Mr. MacKenzie. of USAID.
 

19 	December
 

o 	Wheeled backhoe arrived at jobsite. Itdoes not look in good shape and
 
will probably not be able to perform on soft ground.
 

o 	Decision has been mdde to break up heavy concrete slabs at the dam approach
 
ends. Suitable precautions will be taken. Clearncce is being arranged

with local Government authorities.
 

o 	Attended USAID Mission Director briefina with R. Wood who will be leaving

for Paris and the USA today. A recommendation wds made that the contract
 
between the GOBF and SATOV be signed.
 

o 	Had cordial meeting with Director H. Lincani of the T.P. to brief him on
 
the status of the contract and also on the subject of the valve cha-ber.
 
Mr. Lingani was receptive to the proposal and will take it up with the
 
ONEA ( Water District).
 

o 	Excavation along the west side of the former dam has exposed a blue-arey

layer of clay. We will dewater the area to see how plastic this clay is.
 
SATOM needs a tracked backhoe. The wheeled job is broken and will be out
 
of commission for the rest of the week.
 

o 	Mr. R. Wood departed from Ouagadouoou airport this mornina.
 

20 	December
 

o Drillina crew on job to prepare slabs for blastina at 1600 hrs today.
 
o Established base line and offsets for wqork on future dam. Surface of
 

exposed clay appears to be aboit 0.50 m above the surface of the gabions

which are to be installed on the downstream side of the dam. More investi
gation is required. Pumping continues.
 

o 	Reviewed changes to design developed by R. Wood with the SATOM superintendent

The changes were well received by field personnel.
 

o 	Portable concrete mix plant delivered to jobsitefor assembly. SATOM is
 
starting to stockpile aggregate and sand. Aggregate looks very good.
 
sand is OK but ha ome impurities. Samples have been furnished to la .
 

o 	Blasting took pla e as planned and was well attended by VIPs. We should
 
have charged admission. There were no problems.
 

21 	December
 

o 	Contractor is removing broken slab sections and continues to pump on
 
the downstream side of the former dam. He will work this morning only
 

o 	Report preparation. / 

Distr. 	 USAID 2 Resident Engineer
 
WASHAID I
 
File 1
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 23 December to 28 December 1985
 

Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS and USAID Project No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
 

December 23
 

o 	Contractor is running into operational problems while working on the
 
easterly side of the old dam. The problems are caused by soft, unstable
 
soils, unsuitable equipment, and lack of operator experience. A standing
 
request to bring a tracked backhoe to the jobsite has not been filled.
 
The nearest SATOM job which could produce such a backhoe is in Mali.
 

o 	Negotiated the first requisition on this contract with Sf T-M. We have
 
calculated at 167m overrun on the demolition and removal of concrete
 
and masonry items. Mobilisation, cofferdam construction, and pumping
 
were pro-rated.
 

o 	SONABEL (Elpctric Co.) has removed overhead power lines and steel pole-

Work is progressing to pipe power into the field office.
 

o 	USAID signature of the contract is still pending.
 

December 24
 

o 	Attended meeting of Project Control Group. Agenda covered minutes of
 
prior meeting, status of the contract, alternatives to the reconstruction
 
of the valve chamber, and pumping across the dam during the construction
 
period. The meeting started on time and was well attended. SATOM agreed
 
to make conceptual sketches on how it would propose to pipe and valve
 
through the future dam,
 

o 	Construction crew is excavating a deep trench on easterly side of future
 
dam. Material is brown clay, quite soft, Loaded trucks are sinkinq in
 
and must be retrieved with the D-4 Cat. Pumping is constant and gaining.
 
Advised contractor to use smooth edoed bucket on his hoe.
 

o 	Jobsite shut down at 1500 hrs. for Xmas Fve. No work towmorrow.
 

December 25
 

o 	Holiday
 
o 	Heard radio announcement on Burkina border conflict with Mali. GOBF
 

ordered general mobilisation.
 

December 26
 

o 	Local situation is tense as a result of the border incidents, but not
 
effect was detected at the jobsite. Some of the GOBF job representatives
 
are in uniform.
 

o 	Excavation continues at the dewatering trench with moderate success. We
 
have reached spillway base slab elevation. The addition of two larger
 
trucks is helpful, but the wheeled backhoe is a real bust.
 

o 	Verified the line items on the requisition and provided the required
 
certification. Total amount before retainage is $195,523.85 at current
 
exchange rate of 1US$ = CFA 384.
 

o Met with USAID acting comptrollerto explore the mechanics of payment.
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Daily Report of Activities (Cont.)
 

o 	Contract between GOBF and SATOM was cojntersigned by USAID Mission
 
Director today.
 

-December 27
 

o 	Local situation iswarming up after rumors of a cease fire. There are
 
vehicle and document checks. This is a minor nuisance.
 

o 	Dewatering trench on easterly side of dam (within the cofferdam) is
*complete and level 
 of water is controllable.
 
o A test hole was dug in the central portion of the future dam to the
 

depth of the base slab. The material uncovered is plastic grey clay

with some infiltration. This condition is better than expected but
 
we still have to dig to the depth of the cutoff wall. This, and the
 
placement of concrete in soft clay and water 2.6 nibelow will take
 
some doing. We are considering thin steel forms which can be pulled

by sections as soon as the concrete is in.
 

o 	Quality and quantity of construction equipment fielded by SATOM for this
 
job has been inadequate for the past week, We have now lost the schedule
 
gains which developed since November. Verbal representation was made
 
to the Superintendent and the local manager.
 

o 	Attended briefing provided by the US Ambassador with respect to the
 
current situation in Burkina.
 

December 28
 

o 	SATOM field crew is assembling the portable ready-mix plant and is putting
 
the finishing touches on the field office.
 

o 	A storage and stockpile site was established on the northerly shore of
 
the reservoir at about 500 m from the construction site. This is for
 
fill material in the approaches to the dam.
 

o The test hole reported yesterday is full of water. This indicates that
 
there is infiltration in the lower layers of the old dam. The test pit

depth went down to El. 283.26 which is the top of the new spillway slab.
 

o 	The wheeled backhee is down for repairs and all excavation work has
 
stopped. SATOM continues to search for more equipment. Success is
 
unlikely under present conditions.
 

o 	Report preparation.
 

L o~n
Victor
Resid/nt Engineer
 

Distribution:
 
USAID 2
 
WASHAID 1
 
File 1
 

VJL/vjl
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 30 December 1985 to 4 January 1986
 

Project No: 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID Project No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No. 2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
 

30 	December 85
 

o SATOM backhoe continues to be down for repairs. Lacal management
 
advises that a tracked machine will be imported from Ivory Coast.
 
Estimated delay: 10 days. Minimal work in meantime.
 

o Checked water level in reservoirs 2 and 3. Delta is 9cm.
 
o 
Project contract is at Finance Ministry for signature with copy to
 

Equipment Ministry.
 
o 	Discussed details of requisition processing with local SATOM management.
 

Also, discussed payment methods.
 
o 	Follow up meetina with USAID Acting comtroller to see what could be
 

done to expedite Payment to contractor once requisition is approved
 
by GOBF.
 

o 	Realigned pump discharge piping and placed concrete in footings for
 
the portable readymix plant.
 

o 	 No information on results of meeting between Roger Wood and SATOM in 
Paris on December 20 and effect on final drawings for the job. External 
communications are still interrupted, but airfield will reopen from
 
6:oo a.m. to 6:oo p.m. 

31 	December 85 

o 
Attended meeting with Project Control Group. Principal agenda items
 
were: 
1 Status of Contract, 2. Status of first requisition. 3.Alternatives
 
to the reconstruction of the valve chamber, 4. Certifications required
 
to meet USAID grant provisions, 5. Responsibility for pumping from
 
reservoirs 2 to 3 during construction.
 

o Met with SATON to see if I could dislodqe revised drawings and qet more
 
agressive action on availability of construction equipment. There still
 
is no contact with Paris.
 

o Constractor stopped work at noon this date. Expect that next week will
 
be unproductive due to holidays and other factors. Only minor work
 

was performed today at the jobsite.
 

January 1, 86 Holiday
 

2 January, 86
 

o No work of substance accomplished at the jobsite. Backhoe is down for
 
major repairs and leasrd truckswere released. 

o 	At local SATOM Office qas allowed to examine internal SATOM message

idicating that Mr. R. Wood has met with Mr. Hakemyan and also that
 
there exist technical points of difference between our advisor and
 
SOCOTECH which provides technical supervision over SATOM. What these
 
points are is not known.
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Daily Report of Activities (Cont.)
 

3 January 36
 

o 	Small 
rented wheeled backhoe came to the jobsite this morning. Its
 
capability is limited but better than nothing.


o 	Contractor is working to remove sections of concrete beams stockpiled
 
on westerly side of former dam.
 

o 	Test pit in approximate center of dam was dewatered and enlarged.

Material continues to be gray clay interspersed with lateritic stones.
 
Excavation below level 283 could not be performed with present equipment

due to lack of reach.
 

o 	EquipmenL available this date: 1 dozer, 1 crane, 1 small backhoe, 2 dump

trucks.
 

4 January, 86
 

o 	Excavation continues in enlarqed test pit and now follows the base slab 
behind the future spillway. Material is same as before but water
incursion appears to be reduced by pumpina the dewatering trench. We
still have to go down 2.5 m in order to reach cutoff wall depth. 

o 	Assurances were given today that two larger backhoes will be on jobsite
 
on January 6.
 

o 	 With SATOM, am considering a slight reposition of future dam centerline,
bridge and approaches. This appears possible if valve chamber is 	not 
rebuilt. Effect would be pleasing aestetically and could reduce the
 
work to be performed on the abuttmnents. Have alterted T.P. representative
 
of this possibility.
 

o 	Field Office is now available for part-time occupancy.
 

Reside t Enq neer
 

Distribution: 
USAID Mission 2
 
WASHAID Operations Center I
 
File: 1
 

VJL/vjl
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 6 January 1936 to 11 January 1986
 

Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS 
 USAID Project No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
 

6 January
 

o 	The small backhoe available last week is broken down and has been replaced

by an even smaller machine leased locally. Progress is slow.
 

o 	A registered surveyor has been placed on 
the job by SATOM. His first job

is to establish a base line and to mak4 cross 
sections.
 

o 	Excavation continues to elevation 283 
- in qray clay. ifiltration into
 
the excavation is under control.
 

o 	Old valve installed in the valve chamber was 
examined and found to be in

decrepit condition. Asked the T.P representative to remind ONEA that the
valve is to be removed by that agency, or, if unableto ask SATOM to remove
 
it at their expense.
 

o 	Base slab elevation was reached this afternoon with hand labor. Exposed

material is nr-y-blue clay in natural state. Looks oood.
 o Reviewed SATOM sketches provided in sunport of first requisition. Found
several errors. Requested corrections. 

7 January
 

o 	 Excavation continues with one backhoe and 4 dump trucks. Work performed isin 	the vicinity of borinas S-2 and S-3. Elevation 282.66 reached by hind
labor so as 	 to maintain an undistrubed surface. Infiltration minimal. 

o 	The westerly cofferdamed area is being dewatered and 
a temporary road is
under construction. Object is to provide access 
for another dewatering ditch
 
on that side.
 

o 	 Measured access road to future dam on Ouagadougou side. It is indeed more 
narrow th-'n the new road which will be built. Easterly embankment is badlyerroded, while the westerly side is in fairly good shape. Believe that itwill be advantageous to the project to realign the future road and 
concentrate
 on reworkinq the easterly approaches on both ends of the future dam. 

8 January 

o 	Excavation continues as 
before. Daily production is around 1000 m3.
 o 
At the request of M. Linnani (T.P.) gave assistance in locatina the contract

for the project. It was transmitted by U.S. Embassy on Dec. 26 and is stuck
 
somewhere in GOBF.
 

o 	Easterly embankment approaches cleared of peddlers for brush removal and
closer examination of rip-rap. 
This side definitely needs major rehabilitation.
 
o 
Prepared message to WASHAID re project status and current schedule.
 
o 	It is now fairly clear that it would be beneficial to project to shift


centerline to east where the bulk of work will 
be required. Directed SATOM
 
to stake out new proposal for discussion with T.P.
 

o 	ONEA on jobsite has started to dismantle valve.
 

9 January
 

o 	SATOM advises informally that SOCOTECH wishes to have a new set of dam calcu
lations if R.Wood design change requirements are to be implenented.
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Daily Report of Activities (Cont.)
 

o 	Received message from WASHAID in reply to mine that R. Wood's changes
 
are on the conservative side and that he recognizes no unsovable problems.
 

o 	Construction drawings are expected from Paris via courrier on Monday,
 
January 13, 1986. A sample of waterstop is also to arrive via courrier.
 

o 	Contract was located in GOBF offices and is supposed to be signed tomorrow.
 
o 	ONEA continues to work on valve removal.
 
o 	Obtained accurate measure of project from limit to limit. Distance is
 

262.75 m.
 
o 	Excavation was started on westerly dewatering ditch. Minor infiltration
 

exists on this side.
 

10 	January
 

o 	Wheeled backhoe is down again briefly. Work resumed at 10:00 a.m. Machine
 
was moved to Ouaga side of excavation. Bottom continues to be sound.
 

o 	Surveyed water level in reservoirs 3 and 2. No. 2 level is 13cm higher.
 
This information was collected to discuss culvert versus pumping at the
 
next Control Group meeting.
 

o 	Electric wiring piped into field office. SONABEL has yet to make the
 
secondary connections.
 

o Took proaress photos of the jobsite.
 
o 
Was advised that tracked bacloe is being loaded at Abidjan. Expect 10 days


delay until arrival at jobsite.
 
o 	Work progressing slowly for valve removal. Valve appears to be recoverable
 

in part depending on availability of qualified labor locally.
 
o 	Close examination of concrete in valve chamber indicates evidence of
 

chemical attack where concrete submerged. There is pitting and exposed
 
aggregates plus evidence of poor vibration and placement. Curious, I went
 
to examine concrete of Dam No.3 and found similar conditions, althouah less
 
severed since construction is more recent. In addition, I noticed gaping

hole through spillway concrete skin and undermining fore and aft with
 
evidence of settlement. Observation indicates complete lack of dam mainte
nance which unavoidably will lead to failure. Will bring this to the
 
attention of responsible local anencies and investigate concrete question

in some depth. Am advised that only one type of cement (CPA 325) is in
 
general use in Burkina and that admixtures are not used because they are
 
reputed to deteriorate in high temperatures. Plan to request water analysis
 
for Ph and corrosive aqants.
 

11 	January
 

o 	Excavation continues with the ususal interruptions for mechanical reasons.
 
o 	Ready-Mix plant assembly is completed. Power remains to be provided.
 
o 	Esterly cofferdam has received additional material which is required due
 

to compaction and settlement.
 
o 	Suggested to T.P. inspectors that they measure and calculate concrete volume
 

of valve chamber since they failed to team up with the contractor when
 
measurements were taken yesterday. Mortared rip-rap was weasured jointly
 
today.
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Daily Report of Activities (Cont.)
 

o Transcribed the daily activity reports for the week.
 

Resi/nt Endineer 

Distribution: 

WASHAID 
USAID 
File 

I 
2 
I 

VJL/vjl 
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 13 January to 18 January 1986
 

Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID Project No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2, Ouagadouqou, Burkina Faso
 

13 	January
 

o 	Examination of the work performed by ONEA (Water District) on the valve
 
reveals that the workers managed to break a piece of the lower valve
 
frame made of CI. This can be repaired locally by "Metallock" process.
 
Operating shaft is badly corroded, but valve proper appears recoverable.
 

o 	Excavation continues with usual loss of time due to equipment breakdown.
 

o 	Received set of revised SATOM drawings dated 9 January, 86. Plans include
 
some of R. Wood's recommendations, but not all. SOCOTEC reaction unknown.
 
Also, have examined two samples of PVC waterstops and a sample of filter
 
cloth which is on the way from the Ivory Coast with the backhoe. Samples
 
appear to be satisfactory.
 

o 	Forty (40) Tons of cement delivered from Togo this afternoon. Estimate
 
about 500 T. required for this project.
 

14 	January
 

o 	Project Control Group meeting held this morning without presence of
 
Travaux Public project leaders. Meeting results nil. Displeasure of
 
those in attendance recorded in minutes of meeting. Effect: less than nil.
 

o 	Samples of waterstops and filter cloth shown to those present. OPT (Office
 
of Post and Telegraph) requested that 4 PVC conduits be set aside for
 
its use in future bridge sidewalks. ONEA hinted that they would like to
 
have a new valve at project expense for installation in the spillway.
 

o 	SATOM does not have a siqned contract yet. This affects importation of
 
materials and equipment needed by the project.
 

o 	Lxcavation for base slab is progressing under reasonably dry bottom
 
conditions. An access ramp to the excavation is under construction on
 
the Tanghin side of the project.
 

o 	Electric power was piped into the Field Office this date. Minor problem
 
with voltage is being resolved. Air-conditioner provided is temperamental.
 

15 	January
 

o 	Made field trip to SATOM quarry at Wayen (70 km. East of Ouaga.) for
 
purpose examining source of aggregates for dam concrete. Material/available
 
in just about any size is light gray granite with traces of quarzite and
 
porphyrite. No mica evident. This *aR-< stone appears to be of excellent
 
quality and hardness. SATOM proposes to use size 5-25 which corresponds to
 
U.S. 3/4" stone and smaller. Sand available is med4ocre, but is all that
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is available locally. The sand is fine and contains particles of laterite.
 
National Testing Laboratory has samples of aggregates, sand, and cement for
 
test purposes.
 

o 	In connection with concrete quality control 
RE 	examined SATOM test facililties
 
and equipment. QC managers agreed to share the results with us 
as tests
 
are made for company use.
 

o Excavation continues. Small wet spots have appeared but are under control.
 
Several unreinforced concrete beams have also appeared. They have been
 
measured for payment. Demolition of valve chamber was started. Concrete
 
is hard despite crummy appearance.
 

16 	January
 

o 
Resumed clearing of brush from westerly embankment Ouaga side. Only mo
derate erosion is evident. Believe we can save time and work with a modest
 
amount of compacted fill and cemented rip-rap.
 

o 	Visited other SATOM project in Ouaga to get a feel 
for the quality of
 
workmanship in forming, placing of concrete, the type of aids and devices
 
available, the level of supervision, and the kind of records kept. Also
 
examined sand, cement, rebars, aggregates, all of which will be identical
 
or similar to the ones used on this project. In my opinion, what I have
 
seen 
is quite comparable to better than average U.S.standards. Consequently,

I am optimistic.
 

o 	Was given copy of internal SATOM Telex which quotes SOCOTFC as having given

approval to seven (7)plans with only minor reservations requiring corrections
 
SOCOTEC representative from Lom is also scheduled to come to Ouaga during

period 19 to 23 January. Cabled WASHAID to make sure that there are no
 
objections of substance to proceed with construction of dam.
 

o 	Excavation is progressing under good conditions. Terracing down,now is
 
compensating for little backhoe lack of reach.
 

o 	Reportedly, contract for this project was signed today by Equipment and
 
Finance ministers. SATOM was notified. They have worked for over 60 days

without a contract and without payment.
 

17 	January
 

o Excavation has reached northerly project pay limits. Demolition of valve
 
chamber and wing walls is underway. Measurements for pay purposes are
 
being taken jointly by contractor and TP inspectors. Teamwork is good.
 

o 	First shipment of rebar steel to jobsite received. More is available in
 
storage.
 

o 	Worked with superintendent to refine project schedule. Our best joint

realistic assessment is that work will stretch into late June 1986.
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o 	Learned that Travaux Publics has been reorganised. Mr. H. Lingani

has been elevated, but will continue to have prime responsibility for
 
this project.
 

18 	January
 

o 	Clearing and grubbing on westerly embankment continues on Ouaga side.
 
Observations reported on 16 January are confirmed.
 

o 	Excavation continues to progress with removal of discharge piping from
 
valve chamber. At payment limits uncovered natural lateritic rock
 
formation which will help seal northerly end of abutments.
 

o 	More reinforcing steel delivered to jobsite. It is nice material.
 
Portable concrete mix plant is operational.
 

o 	Indigenous SATOM workforce has organised small traditional party for
 
this afternoon to signify true begining of job. I have noticed two
 
goats on the premises and understand that they are to serve in lieu
 
of accident insurance and assure the happiness of the project.
 

io La 

Residgit Eng fneer 
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIFS
 

Period: 20 ,lanuarv to 25 ,January 1986
 

Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS UISAID Project No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2, Ouapadoupou, Burkina Faso
 

20 	January
 

o 	Reviewed minutes of last Project Control Group meeting and 
prepared aganda for tomorrow's conference. 

o 	 Verified requisition documents in final form for transn ittal 
to GOBF through Travaux Pulics. 

o 	 Steel workers (sub-contract) on Jobsite stanrteO to work on 
reeinfocment bars for the foundation. 

o 	 Excacation continues. Tracked backhoe has arrived in OuaIga
dougou and is waiting, for customs clearance before heint,
released to the iob. 

o Rejected and directed the removal of sand for concrete as
it was delivered to jobsite. Sand was of inferior oualitv 
and not the type considered suitable in previously submitted 
sam l e. Contractor agreed 

21 	 Januarv 

0 Project Control Group Peetin;e today was welI attended and 
started almost on time. Aenda covered progress report,
status of the contract, Nnd the requirement for rapid deci
sions on technical issues. Croup also discussed the scope
of pro ject slpport to he furnished by the NationNl Test 
Laboratory whose representative was present. 

o 	 For the past t! ree weeks we have careful]v measured the wate 
level in reservoirs No.2 and 3. nNYlA\ is drawing water from 
No. 3 for distribution in (ualadout.ou. 1 hen water is pumped
in this manner at the rate of I 0cm per week, the level in 
No.2 also drops within a few days. This suggests that there 
is a transfer between the reservoirs either through leaking
abutiients or thrnuih a permeable layer below the dam founda
tion. For this reason, I have suggvested that additional 
borings he taken before w start the trench excavation for 
the cutoff walls. It was agreed that this will be done 
tomorrow.
 

o Tracked backhoe arrived at jobsite upon customs clearance. 
Also received delivery of filter cloth and form panels. 

o 	Steel fabrication for foundation grid continues. 
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22 	January
 

o Contractor has toppled existing valve structure in order
 
to facilitate demolition. The concrete is heavily reinfor
ced.
 

o 	National Test Laboratory, under contract to T.P. arrived
 
on jobsite to: 1) take samples of aggregate, sand, and
 
cement for analysis and the development of a design mix:
 
2) to make three test borings and take soil samples to a
 
depth of 3m below the future spillway slab. Preliminary
 
results indicate the presence of clay and also some nerxious
 
materials. More later.
 

o 	Excavation resumed on the south side of the project. Total 
excavation to date is about 432 of total reouired, Iottom 
is relativ'ely drv but rubbery underfont 

o 
SATOM reports that re'ised and approved plans by SOCOTFC
 
were received From Paris.
 

o Negotiated and prepared 2nd reuuisition with SATOM super

intendent and with T.P. representaties on the job.
 

23 	 .a uaar 

o National Test l.aboratory is on site to complete the 3rd
 
test bnring. Preliminary findinps indicate that the middle 
cutoff wall with its planned dimension will penetrate a 
strata of san.v clay which is nermeable. This could crente 
a risk of wator circulation below the dam foundation. Yore 
definite data is in prepara tion for immediate dispatch to 
the designers in Paris and to R. Wood. 

o 	 Excavation, steel fabrication, and other supporting work
 
is underway. There will be no concrete work this week
 
which we should start according to schedule.
 

o 	Office space provided by IHSAID .Missionhas gradually turned
 
into a storage space for computer equipment. It has now
 
become unsuitable for the administrative work reouired of
 
RE such as report preparation, requisitions, planning,
 
record keepingt, and communications. Conseouently, the job
site field office provided by the contractor has become the
 
RE's principal place of business until other arrangements
 
can be made. This is a reg retable and uneccessarv hardship.
 

o 	SATOM furnished a set of SnCOTEC approved plans dated 1-17-86.
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24 	January
 

o 	Informal report by National Test Laboratory as a result of
 
borings shows the presence of sandy clay at an average depth
 
of 2m below the future slab. Findings transmitted by both
 
SATOI and RE.
 

o 	Equipment minister, Mr. Kampor6 made brief visit to the
 
jobsite Vo see progress made.
 

o 	Excavation continues with wheeled backhoe since tracked
 
machine is down for bucket modification. Fxpect that this
 
equipment will be returned to service on 27 January.
 

o 	Some staging and formwork delivered to jobsite. 

25 	Januarv
 

o 	 Reviewed and certified 2nd requisition. Value of the work 
performed during the month of ,Januarv is: CFA 26,363,918.00
Sum due was adjusted by 50V; to provide reimbursement of 
advance. Not amount due: CFA 13,181,959.00. For information, 
the first requisition with closing date of 31 December, 1985 
was for CFA 217,567,920.00 

o 	 Prepared weekly report of activities. 

o 	 Excavation continues on south end of the dam. 

o 	 Contractor is modifying a clamshell bucket with smooth edges
for use in clay. Principal use will he cutoff wall trench. 

o 	Demolition of valve chamber in progress.
 

o 	Worked with SATOM superintendent to develop a more detailed 
project schedule for internal use. 

Ac J.1 yJb; 
Resident Engineer 

Distribution: USAII) Mission 2
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DAILY ACTIVITY PEPORT
 

Period: Jan.27 to February 15, 1986
 

Project Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadoupou, Burkina Faso

Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS 
 USAID No. 686-0263
 

26 January
 

o 	Checked the jobsite 
to observe the resumption of excavation
 
work.
 

o 	Instructed T.P. representatives on the agenda items to be
 
discussed at tomorrows Project Control Group meeting.

Included were: a) water analysis by ONEA: 
b) Test boring report

by the National Laboratory.
 

o 	Brief visit with H. Miller, USAID Mission Director, to inform
 
him that President Sankara had visited the jobsite on 25
 
January,, 1986.
 

o 	Proceeded to Ouaga airport for flight 
to 	lISA. Departed at
 
1215 hrs.
 

27 	Januarv
 

o En route to USA via Paris 

28 January to 5 February 

o Home leave
 

6 February
 

o En route to Ouagadougou via Paris
 

7 February
 

o 	Arrived Ouagadougou airport 
at 	1715 on same aircraft as
 
President Sankara. Was met at 
the airport by SATOY stmer
intendant who drove me to 
hotel via the jobsite. Noted that
 
considerable progress had 
been made durinp my absence. 

o 	Excavationis about 90% complete; trenches for the cutoff walls 
30%, rebar cages for the cutoff walls 25%. Dewatering of 
the excavation much improved with two electric pumps. 

8 February
 

o 	Met with SATOH and T.P. personnel to clarify the cable
 
exchange between Mr. R. Wood and SATOM Paris. 
 Also reviewed
 
the marked drawings that were returned to 
me just nrior to
 
departure from USA.
 

o Contractor continued to excavation the trenches for the cut
off walls with a modified clamshell bucket. Finishing work

is done by hand. Dewatering continues and is under control.
 

o 	Rebar work is 
in 	progress under qualified supervision.
 
o 
Courtesy visit with Mr. H. Miller, USAID Mission Director to
 

check in and to report that the project is still on schedule.
 
Contractor will 
now work 6 days per week to stay there.
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o 	Job workforce is now about 50 men.
 

9 February
 

o 	 Trench excavation for the cutoff walls is progressing towards
 
the south (Ouaga side). Procedure is the same as before.
 
Trench walls 
are holding up well with a minimum of infiltration
 
Deep trench material has changed to brown clay.
 

o Survey work continues to check the depth of the trenches 
as
 
well as elevation of the future slab.
 

o 
 Form work for the panels is in progress. Everything is done
 
by 	hand without power tools.
 

10 	February
 

o 	 Concrete placement has started in the upstream cutoff wall
 
as well as in a section of the middle cutoff wall. Dewatering
 
precedes the placement of concrete which is kept stiff for
 
the initial lift.
 

o Instructed contractor to omit the placement of 10 cm. dia.
 
PVC tubing which was to be placed into the middle cutoff
 
wall for purposes of eventual cementitious injection. By
shortening the depth of the cutoff wall we did not penetrate
the pervious layer. Furthermore injection technoloiy is 
not available in Burkina. Finally, thin walled PVC tubing
is not the correct piping for high pressure injections. 

o 	 Experimented welding waterstops with "Leister" heat gun 
prov'ided by SATO.. Results were unsatifactorv under shop
conditions and cannot be used in the 
field. Instructed 
contractor to fabricate a narrow stee place which can be 
heated to the proper temperature (360 C) with a torch. 

o Called on SATOM local Director to clarify R. Wood's comments 
as relayed to me. Also discussed what might be done to 
resolve the different opinions on design. 

o 	 Concrete test cylinders taken by National Laboratory.
 

11 	February
 

o 	 Attended Project Control Group meeting this morning. Meetin.
was well attended and productive. Agenda items included:
 
a) Progress report; b) status of design negotiations between
 
R. Wood, SATOM and SOCOTEC; c) discussion on the valve
d) SONABEL requirements for conduit space for power and li.hts
 
through the bridge sidewalk.
 

o 
 SATOM reports that a new valve will renuire 4 months for
 
fabrication plus two months for shipment. Total cost of
 
valve in 80cm. dia. version is 4.8 M. CFA. Since this schedule
 
and cost is not acceptable, RE proposed that valve on hand
 
be refurbished and installed through the spillwav.
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o 	Placed another cutoff wall section with 14.5 m3 
of 	concrete.
 

o 	Excavation is approaching completion.
 

12 	February
 

o Directed zontractor to increase cement ratio in mix since
 
RE found that he was using the design mix intended for the
 
spillway in the cutoff walls. Design calls for the 350 Kg.
 
mix.
 

o 	Placed one additional 
section of cutoff wall. Second Placement
 
was interrupted a result of an accident at
as the mixer.
 
One laborer injured and hospitalized with contusions.
 

o 	Excavation for the cutoff walls continues with hand labor
 
because the backhoes are down for repairs. Concrete mixer
 
also requires repairs. Anoter portable mixer will be put

into operation to make up for lost time.
 

13 February
 

o Large mixer out of service until noon. Portable mixer in
 
operation. Placement of concrete resumed at slower pace.
 

o 	One cutoff wall section placed today.
 
o 	Levelling of clay surface started in preparation for base
 

slab.
 
o 	Prepared Telex to WASIIAID indicating that we urgentl need 

an acceptable design for the base slab support beams or 
some other configuration. 

o 	 Spillway cross-section transfered to plywood plate as terplate
for form fabrication. 

14 	February
 

o 	Concrete production increased with two mixers in operation.
Four (4) cutoff wall sections placed today. We are back on 
schedule but there exists an unacceptable degree of organisation 

o 	 Infiltration control continues, but we have one small spring
 
behind the upstream cutoff wall. Water diverted.
 

o Had meeting with local SATOM in an effort to resolve base 
slab support questions. We propose now to install an inde
pendent beam under the slab joints. This appears to be 
acceptable to all parties and some design drawings are availa
ble.
 

o 
Received garbled message, probably from R. Wood, requesting
 
a meeting with SATOM for 19 February. P. Roark to arrive
 
tonight.
 

o 	Directed contractor to provide additional rebars in middle
 
cutoff wall frame. Drawings are unclear.
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15 February
 

o Met with SATOM Superintendent to discuss today's work program

and also to request an improvement in supervision on the
 
job.
 

o Two additional cutoff wall sections were placed today.
 
o Preparation of the surface for slab sections is in progress.
 
o Additional rebar deliveries today. We are running out of
 

waterstop. Shipment is on 
the way by air but "Le Point"
 
is on limited schedule.
 

It oy/ • Lato 

Residnt Engineer
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES 

Period: 16 February to 22 February 1986
 

WASHAID Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OX'S USAID Project No. 686-0263 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouapadougou, Burkina Faso. 

16 	February (Sunday)
 

o 	 Hand excavation is in progress for two cutoff wall trenches 
on the south side of the future dam. The soil is moist and 
there is localized peeling of the walls. 

o 	Crew is levelling the natural clay surface to grade for the
 
first slab section.
 

o 	Rebar steel fabrication is in progress for the slab support
 
beams and the cutoff wall cages
 

o 	Contractor has used up all supplies of V-20 waterstop and must
 
now use V-22 until new supplies arrive by air. 

o 	 Formwork for tile spillway is in fabrication. 
o 	 SATOM Ouagadougou is on 6 1/2 da\ schedule. The contractor 

intends to iork at this rate in order to comnlete the dam 
in the first l~art of June. 

17 	 February (Washington's Birthday) 

o Toured the jobsite with Messrs P. Roark (,'ASHAID) and Kellv 
(tJSA:I D). 

o 	Completed all preparatory work for one cutoff wall section 
and placed concrete. 

o 	 Completed levellin, and other work for one support slab section 
and support beam. 

o 	 Worked with National Laboratory technicians on slump tests 
and the taking of test cylinders. Instructed them on proper 
techniques. 

18 	Februar,
 

o 	Project Control meeting this morning. No imnortant subiects 
were discussed or resolved. 

o 	Excavation fer cutoff walls continues under difficult conditions
 
with some water infiltration.
 

o 	 Two additional slab support beams were placed with concrete. 
Filter cloth and sand was installed in other sections and then
 
covered with porous blinding, concrete. We had to ado a small 
amount of sand to the agregate. The result makes a nice
 
working surface for the steel.
 

19 	February
 

o Two more slab support beams were completed and forming work
 
for the slab is in the works. Progress is good. 

o 	 Hand excavation for the "mini-cutoff wall" is in progress. 
o 	 Toured the jobsite with R. Wood and then went to visit SATOM. 

Basic design questions were resolved. 
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o 
 Attended meeting with U.S. Ambassador to Burkina and others

this afternoon. We discussed the 
st3tus 	of the project.

The ambassador will visit the job 
tomorrow.
 

20 February
 

o 	 The U.S. Ambassador came 
to 	the iobsite this morning at 7:30 a.m

It 	was an informal visit and he met 
the representatives of

T.P. 	of the contractor crew, and shook many hands. 
 I had 	dozens
 
of 	 favorable comments on 
his visit during the day.


o 	 Work on 
the slab continues under good supervision. This first
 
section is to serve as 
a standard.
 

o 	 The absence of waterstop forces us to work on 
other 	items
 
such 	as excavation, dewatering and formwor],. IV/S is scheduled
 
to 	arrive by air tonight.
 

o 	Studied R. W,'ood's 
informal trin report. His only real criticism
is on 	the manner in which we installed the waterstops. There

is no 	 evidence of shrinka Le at 	 the joints because we are
using 	 a relatively dry mix. However, we 	 will seal the Joints
with 	 a rich mixture of sand and cement prior 	 to place,,,ent of 
concrete.
 

o 	Excavation has anotheruncovered unexpected beam of fill con
crete on south of thethe end dam. A ouick survey shows thatit will not interfere with the construction of the wine., wallls.
We will bury the beani in the fill. 

o 	The present labor force on th1e job is about 100 men. There will
be a 	 gradual shift to 	 more skilled positions startinn tomorrow. 

21 	 February 

o Work on the slab continues. 1;'aterston sunnlies have arrived

in 	Ouagadougou but are still held up in customs. IWe hope to 
dislodge them today.

o 	 Lumber for formwork is running short. The nearest source is
in the Ivory Coast. We will try to stretch what we have bY 
oiling the forms for reuse and by careful removal.
 o 	Examined rebar work in the first 
slab section. Requested minor
 
corrections.
 

o 	SATOM Director advises that he has 
finally received a go-ahead

from the GOBF for this project.
 

o Cracked the remainder of the valve chamber with nitrate at 
1710
hrs. Police, CDR, and other security elements were present.
The public had been notified and there were many spectators. 

22 	February
 

o 	Two sections of cutoff walls were 
cleaned, rebarred and placed

with concrete.
 

o 	Work on slab sections continues. We will have a massive place
ment of concrete early next week.
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o 	 Formwork for the spillway continues at an accellerated pace.
 
o 	 Crew is is terrassing the northern sector of Lne excavation 

for slabwork. All work is done by hand and comes along quite 
fast. 

o 	 We have just about reached the end of the dirty work and are
 
well into the structural phase of the job which will be 
more
 
visible. Crew morale is excellent despite the long hours
 
and the increase in temperature.
 

Victor' . La o n Resid t En "ineer
ineer
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 23 February to 1 March 1986
 

WASHAID Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS - USAID Project No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
 

23 	February (Sunday)
 

o 	 Partial crew at work this morning.
 
o 	 One cutoff wall section placed with concrete on the north
 

side of the excavation
 
o 	 Dewatering and terracing is in progress on the south end of
 

the excavation. Area is saturated in spots.
 
o 	 Formwork continues.
 

24 	February
 

o Contractor is temporarily out of aggregate. While we are
 
waiting, RE requested that T.P. reoresentatives check all
 
dimensions and the steel 
in the first aft slab section which
 
is to be placed with concrete today.
 

o 
 Rebarwork and forming continues on two additional slab sections. 
The welding of iaterstops is a real problem without the proper 
tools. We are using flattenened bars heated by torch. 

o 	 Received water analysis made by Ivory Coast laiboratorV. 
Except for Ph of 6.5 and the presence of iron oxides, the 
water in the reservoirs in normal. 

o 	 SATOM submitted an estimate for valve repairs and spillway 
installation. 
 Compared to the cost estimates for a new
 
structure and new valve; this is a bargain not to mention 
6 months delay for the manufacture and delivery of a new valve. 

o 	 Terracing and dewatering continues as before. 

25 	February
 

o 	 One aft spillway slab section placed with just under 40 m3 
of concrete. Finish is with wood float. Steel finishing

floats un!.nown here. 

o 	 Two other 
slab sections were formed and are ready for placement
 
of concrete tomorrow.
 

o 	Met with Project Control Group this morning. ONEA now wants
 
space allocation on bridge for a water pipeline to Tanehin.
 
Request denied. Discussed engineering change order for valve
 
installation. There was general agreement on 
method to proceed.

RE will prepare change order and coordinate with USAID for
 
funding approval.
 

o 
 Worked with SATOM and T.P. representatives on the preparation
 
of 	the February requisition.
 

26 	February
 

o Another aft spillway slab section placed with concrete and
 
trowel finished. This one turned out a little better.
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o 	Two additional aft slab sections 
in process of forming and
 
steel work. Correct Installation of waterstops requires much
 
attention.
 

o 
The first upstream slab section is in preparation. This slab
 
will rest under the spillway
 

o 	Foundation work to achieve planned grades is in progress and
 
is performed by hand. Both backhoes are 
down for repairs.
 

o 
Placed concrete is receiving good water cure. Evaporation
 
rate is high.
 

o 	Concrete cylinders and slump tests are being taken by the
 
representatives of the National Laboratory on 
a routine basis.
 
Procedures are much improved. 
 First 28 day break results
 
are substantially better than specified. 
A rough conversion
 
to 	US measures indicates that we are getting over 4000 psi
 
concrete.
 

o 	February requisition is near completion. RE finds that the
 
contractor is reasonable and his requests for payment are
 
well documented.
 

o 	USAID representatives and SATOM management 
(from Paris) visited
 
the jobsite today. Requested a little help on delivery of
 
plans.
 

27 	February (Ambient temperature today 104°F at 1400 hrs.)
 

o Completed February requisition (No.3) with cutoff date of
 
25 February. All quantities verified. We are below quantity

estimates except for demolition and removal where there exists
 
a 325 m overrun. This is due to the removal of the old valve
 
structure ind some hidden beams 
in 	the dam excavation.
 

o One upstream slab section placed with concrete. When it is
 
stripped we 
can go ahead with the first spill form.
 

o 	Preparation of other aft 
slab section continues with filter
 
cloth, sand, and blinding concrete.
 

o 	Directed contractor to proceed with slab extension in 
center
 
of 	dam for implementation of future change order.
 

o One set of cylinders shows a low break. This appears to be
 
the result of poor technique reported earlier. Concrete out
 
of the mixer has been looking good all along. We are constantly

adjusting water content. Slump is of the order of 2".
 

28 	February ( Ambient temperature today 100.4 F at 1400 hrs)
 

o Concrete placement of slab sections goes at a steady, pace.
on 

The results are satisfactory except for surface finishing.

Operation is now fairly routine and repetitive.
 

o Grading and dewatering continues.
 
o 
Prepared draft Change Order for finalisation and staffing through


USAID Mission.
 
o 
Workforce comprises now about 100 men and progress is good


despite the lack of construction equipment and approved plans.
 
o 	Concrete cylinders and slump tests continue 
on 	a routine basis.
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1 March 

o 	Another spillway slab section placed with concrete today.
 
o 	Two aft slab sections are in preparation for forming and
 

steelwork. The filter cloth works fine on wet ground and
 
permits subsequent labor in the dry.
 

o 	Directed contractor to pay more attention to the quality of
 
concrete finishes where it is exposed. There are no qualified
 
finishers among the present crew. Steel floats are not
 
available in Burkina Faso.
 

o 	 SATOM has wired home office to expedite the delivery of plans.
We need rebar listing for the bridge aprons in order to cut 
and form the steel we have on the job. 

o 	Formwork continues for the spillway and through piping.
 
o 	Assessed project schedule. We are sl4ghtly behind planning 

on bridge support walls. Form, are on the jobsite. 
o 	Contractor will work half day on Sunday in an attemnt to catch 

up. 

Resid t En ,ineer
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES 

Period: 2 March 1986 to 8 March, 1986 

WASHAID Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS - USAID Project No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 
 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. 

2 March (Sunday) 

o Partial crew on half-day schedule
 
o 
Stripped upstream slab section placed yesterday. The alignment


of concrete edge and the surface finish are not very good.

Discussed this with the superintendant and renuested corrective
 
action
 

o 	Work is in progress to set up and align the 
first forms for the
 
spillway section. Curves are checked with a template. A
 
mixture of diesel fuel and oil 
is used in lieu of form oil
 
which is not available locally.
 

o 	Forming and steelwork is going on one more slab section on
 
the Ouaga side of the dam.
 

o 	President T. Sankara came to the jobsite just before noon to
 
observe progress. Understand that he was pleased.
 

3 March High temperature at 1400 hrs: 104 0 F
 

o 	Formwork for the first 
spillway section is generally in place.

There are alignment problems due to the complexity of the forms.
 
Once the technique is developed it 
should go easier.
 

o 	Two westerly slab sections are being 
readied for concrete place
ment. However, the contractor is too low in his stockpile of
 
aggregate and he is also short of cement that there is a risk
 
that he may not 
be 	able to finish what he has started.
 

o 	Completed Memorandum to ISAID Mission Director on the valve
 
installation change order.
 

o 	RE was informed by SATOM Director that he has received payment

for the first two requisitions directly from USAID. Officially,

documentation is still 
stuck somewhere in GOBF channels. Was
 
also told that construction plans were mailed from Paris but
 
have not arrived here. Tracer is on the way.
 

4 March
 

o 
One upstream slab section placed with concrete and finished.
 
Contractor is now out 
of Togo cement while a 200T shipment has 
been held up at the border by customs. 

o 	 Rebar work is in progress within the first set of spillwav forms.
Space is tight and it is very hot in the form .e could he
ready for concrete on 6 larch if the cement pets released in time. 

o 	 Stell panel forms have arrived on the job for the bridge support
walls. Minor changes are required. 

o 	 Project Control Group meeting was held this morning . Some time 
was spent to discuss procedures and work reouired by nNFA. 
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5 March - High temperature today 100.4 F
 

o Construction plans nos. 1 through 4 were delivered to RE by
 
hand from SATOM visitor. There is no indication that these
 

plans have been reviewed by R. Wood or SOCOTEC. Construction
 
continues in accordance with standard engineering practices.
 

o 	 Stripped slab section placed yesterday. Results are much
 
better than before although some minor patching is needed.
 

o 	 Steelwork on the spillway section continues and needs to be
 
checked one more time. Contractor expects some cement delivery
 
tomorrow, but we are not sure what it will be.
 

o 	 With cement found in some wharehouse and purchased locally (20T)
 
Contractor managed to manufacture enough concrete to pl~ce one
 
downstream slab section. Wqater cure applied to the 40m placed.
 

o 	Workforce: SATOIM 25, Sub-contractors 44, Control: TP 2:Lab. 4;
 
USAID 1.
 

6 March 

o 	 Slab section placed yesterday stripped. It is not as well
 
finished as RE would like. Tools and know how are lacking.
 

o 	 There is not enough cement on the job to do an), worthwhile 
concrete work today. Have been told that 160T are being held 
up at the border by customs. However, it seems that SATOM 
has some Ivory Coast cement, trademark "Belier" in their sto
rage area - enough to keep the project going until delayed 
shipment arrives. 

o 	 Have authorized contractor to proceed with CPA-325 from Ivory
 
Coast at same rate as Togo cement. Color of concrete will be
 
a little darker, but this will hardly be noticable on the spill
way. T.P. representatives are in agreement with this decision.
 

o 	Checked steel and formwork in spillway to see if conforming
 
with available plans.
 

o 	Work started to remove rip-rap on the east side of the south
 
embankment.
 

o 	USAID Mission Director visited the jobsite this morning.
 

7 March
 

o Concrete placement started early this morning in the first spill
 
way section. Contractor is mixing some Togo cement with "Belier'
 
in order to lighten the resulting color of concrete. Test
 
cylinders were taken. This is a 300Kg. mix.
 

o 	 Formwork is going, up for the second spillway section near the 
center of the dam where the through pine will be installed. 

o 	 Two more slab sections are ready for concrete but must be checkec 
first. 

o 	 Local SAT(,I office was informed that outstanding pl ans were 
sent by air-mail on MIarch 3rd. They have not arrivedin uaga 
There must be a "black hole" somewhere. 
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8 March
 

o Started to loosen 
some of the spillway section forms. It is
 a bit early but these same forms must be reused 7 times and
their condition is important. 
 They are more easily removed
 
from green concrete. Will insist on good coure.
 o Found a little 
more cement to place a blinding course of concrete
 
on the sand foundation of the most southerly slab section.
 o RE was told that the border hold up was caused by 
a defective
invoice and that SATOM will pay the duty 
in order to get the
 
cement although this project 
is exempt of such duties.
 o 
One diesel powered cement mixer delivered to the job as a

standby in case of power failure - we have had several so far.
The backhoe has also been retL.rned to service. We will use it

starting next week to make room 
for the gabions behind the
 
spillway slab.
 

o Contractor is cleaning up the jobsite. 
 Rebar work is going on

in the second spillway section.
 

Resid 't Engineer
 

Distribution:
 
WASHAID 1
 
USAID 2
 
File 1
 

VJL/vj 1
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 9 March 1986 to 15 March 1986
 

WASHAID Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID Project No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
 

9 March (Sunday)
 

o 	First lower spillway sector stripped of forms and water 
cure
 
applied. Results of placement are generally good but 
some
 
finishing work remains to 
enhance appearance.
 

o 	 Some minor adjustments must be made to forms so as facilitate
to 

the next installation which is already underway.
 

o 	 Modifications are in urogress on steel panel forms which will be
 
used for the bridge support walls. It is planned to complete
 
two (2) walls each week.
 

o A reduced crew is the job this Sunday. 	 be
on Formw_,ork must 

ready and up 
for steelwork scheduled for tomorrow.
 

10 March
 

o 	 Steelwork resumed today so 
that forms will be ready for concrete
 
tomorrow provided that cement from Togo is resleased by B.F.
 
customs.
 

o 	 Steel emplacement in the works on
is the southernmost slab
 
section.
 

o 	Discussed safety of crews 
with SATOM superintencent. This Job 
would give ulcers to any OSHA inspector. Proper ladders are 
under construction to permit access to job as reouired by 
contract. RE skinned his shins when a home-made ladder broke.
 

o 
Visit by Mrs. Margaret A. Novicki, editor of "Africa Report"
 
a US publication. Visitor collected information and took photos
 
for an article to be published mid-May 1986.
 

11 	March
 

o 	 Project Control Group meeting this morning. It was poorly

attended and inconclusive. Minutes on file.
 

o 	 Blinding concrete placed in one downstream slab section on
 
northerly end of dam.
 

o 	Received complete set of drawings from SATOMI.
one 	 There is no
 
indication that 
these plans have been reviewed by either P. !Wood
 
or SOCOTEC.
 

o 
 Reviewed and verified February requisition (No.3). This requi
sition 
is 	in the amount of 44 104 943 CFA (S 128,586.00 at
 
today's exchane rate of 1US$ = 343) 

o 	 Received telex from R. Wood requesting dimensions of downstream 
cutoff walls. Prepared reply. 

o 	 Reviewed some concrete test cylinder reports prepared 1y the
National Test Laboratory. Results on one set of cy] inders are 
erratic and on low side. Susnect cause is old cement or a
departure from approved mix design. Kill investigpate f'urther. 
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12 March
 

o 	 Contractor is ready to place concrete in the first upper

spillway section but he is completely out of cement. A large

shipment from Togo is 
still held in local customs warehouse
 
despite promises that it would be released.
 

o 	SATOM management claims that there 
are undue delays on other
 
supplies such as steel, lumber atnd nails.
 

o 	 RE went to Burkina customs depotland obtained release of 240 Tons
 
of cement from Togo. Spillway placement began at 1100 hrs and
 
was completed at 1800 hrs. 
 Water cure applied.
 

o 	 Received tracer message from R. Wood 
on cutoff wall dimensions.
 
RE reply went out this morning only due to other Telex traffic.
 

o 	 Contractor advised that he will 
close dam access road on
 
Saturday, March 15 in order 
to install a corrugated steel
 
transfer pipe between reservoirs nos. 2 and 3. There is a 40cm
 
level differential between the reservoirs. 
 Government approval

in hand and public notice given over the radio.
 

o 	 Started removal of swale on 
downstream side of dam where the
 
gabions will be installed aft of the base slab.
 

13 	 March 

o Stripped forms from first spillway section and applied water
 
cure. Results are pleasing.
 

o 
 Second spillway plot partly placed with concrete today.
 
o 	 Rebar work in progress and forms are read), for the first 
set of
 

bridge support walls. 
 We arc a bit behind schedule for this
 
part of the work.
 

o 	 Excavation resumed today to 
remove remains of the old concrete
 
pipe which discharged from the former valve chamber. 
Encountered
 
large unreinforced concrete beam which appears 
to 	run the full
 
length of 
the bal'age. This may become a problem depending on
 
what further excavation discloses. 
 Two hours lost due to
 
backhoe breakdown.
 

o 	Tempest in 
teapot debate between SATOM and National Test Lab.
 
on erratic test cylinder performance. Determined that Laboratory

proposed two different design mixes for 300 Kg concrete and that
 
contractor had substituted a small quantity of sand for aggregate

for improved workability. Issue is inconsequential for fill
 
concrete. Problem solved.
 

o 	 Hand excavation for abuttment wall foundations are in pro(,ress 
on both north and south end of dam. 

14 	 March 

o 	 Agreed to p rema ture removal of lower spillway forms in order to 
permit steelwork install-tion on adjacent slab sections.
Concrete looks good. h'ater curc apu)lied. 
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o 	 Forms in place for first bridge support wall. Adjustments are
 
required.
 

o 	 Steel installed and concrete placed into two abuttment cutoff
 
walls on the northerly end of the dam.
 

o 	 Contractor assembled 80cm dia. corrugated pipe for emplacement
 
across the southerly access road tomorrow. This road will be
 
closed to pedestrian traffic from 7:30 on.
 

o 	 Placed concrete into one upstream slab section under difficult
 
conditions caused by compressor breakdown. We need air for the
 
vibrators.
 

o 	The large burried concrete beam along the southerly edge of the 
future dam will not interfere with the gabions but is 50cm. 
higher than the base slab. More information is needed to 
decide if we will leave it or must remove it at considerable 
cost and loss of time. Bottom elevation in reservoir no.3 
will det,-'rmine. 

o 	 Checked elevations of the base slab placed with concrete to date.
 
We are within 1cm of design elevation. This is half of the
 
allowable tolYerance.
 

o 	 Analysis of schedule prepared at the end of January indicates 
that we are on track except for the bridge support walls where 
we are one week late. Contractor may have to add one more 
concrete crew. He is now working 10 hours per day, 6 1/2 days
 
per week.
 

15 	 larch 

o 	 Installation of the transfer pipe started on time this morning.
 
Pedestrian traffic closed temporarily. Road will be open
 
again this evening. Some fishermen are using their pirogues 
as ferries. One canoe capsized - no harm done. 

o 	 Forms stripped from slab section placed yesterday. Requested
 
that forms remain to protect energy dissipators which are tender.
 

o 	 Forms are being installed on another spillway section. Fxpect
 
to place wvith concrete early next week.
 

Victor' j. Lav~n 

Resident Engineer
 

Distribution: 
lWASHAID 1 copy 
USAID 2 copies 
File 1 copy 

VJL/vjl
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 16 March 1986 to 22 March, 1986
 

WASHAID Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID Project No.686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
 

16 	March (Sunday)
 

o 	 First bridge support wall placed with concrete. Mix was
 
slightly enriched with cement for improved workability.
 

o 	 Formwork under construction for the third lower spillway
 
plot. The upper portion of the second spillway plot is
 
in the works for concrete placement early next week.
 

o 	 Reservoir transfer pipe through the south embankment was
 
completed yesterday at noon and is functioning well. Water
 
level in reservoir No.3 is rising gradually.
 

o 	Two cutoff wall sections were placed with concrete today.
 
These walls will project under the.siouthernmost abuttment
 
wing walls. 

o One base slab section also placed with concrete and finished.
 

17 	 March 

o 
 Third upper spillway s.ection placed with concrete. Preparation
 
was completed yesterday.
 

o 	 Formwcrk for one bridge support wall is in position and is
 
ready for concrete placement.
 

o 	 Foundation slab placed yesterday was stripped of forms.
 
o 	 Jobsite received an additional shipment of cement which will 

meet the requirements for this week. It is estimated that 
this project will require 500 Tons of cement. 

o 	 Upper spillway section placed today was stripped of forms 
after only two hours to permit shaping with a template and 
for concrete finishing work. Water cure applied. 

o 	 Jobsite was struck by dustorm in late afternoon followed by
the first shower. Cement stock was protected in time and 
jo) secured at 1700 hrs. 

18 	 March 

o 	 The rain had no effect on the job and there was no loss of
 
time or materials.
 

o 	 Project Control Group meeting held this morning. Those in
 
attendance discussed the change order for the valve installation
 
Group was informed that a large concrete beam had been
 
discovered downstream from the dam. Estimated cubae is 20(1M 3
 

Removal cost is estimated at 4.7 >1.CP:A usino, unit prices.
 
Will try to lIive with it.
 

o 	 Contractor imeasured bottom elevation of reservoir No.3 to 
see if lea 'in this beam could cause a nroble. We need more 
data on the elevation of the beam top to make a reco!'lmena tion. 
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o 	Upper spillway section placed yesterday stripped of forms
 
and looking good.
 

o 	Received Telex from R. Wood on the status of his review of
 
plans. It appears that only minor points are in contention.
 

o 	One upstream slab section and two bridge support wall sections
 
placed with concrete.
 

o 	RE is making very slow progress in the implementation of
 
safety measures on this job. Safety for the workers is a
 
requirement under the contract.
 

o 	Obtained an emergency medical kit from the US Embassy medical
 
unit. Treated two cases of minor injuries.
 

o 	Contractor is having trouble fixing the feltto the spillway
 
cross-section. He is using heated tar which does not function
 
as an adhesive under the high ambient temperatures. Suggested
 
he use hardened nails and metal tabs to install the felt.
 

19 	March (Ambient temperature 100.40F)
 

o 	Stripped two bridge support wall sections this morning. There
 
are only minor defects and work with steel forms will go faster
 
than expected. 

o More work is in progress to form and rebar bridge support wall 
segments. Unfortunately the SATOM design is such that we 
cannot begin to form the bridge until two adjacent spillway 
sections are completed 

o 	 More discussion with the T.P jobsite representatives on 
minimum safety requirements. Work is now performed at some 
height and the risks to the workers is increased.
 

o 	 RE was informed that the gabions and the neoprene pads have 
arrived by ship at Abidjan, Ivory Coast. 

20 	 March 

o 	 Another lower spillway section stripped this morning. Concrete 
looks quite good. Finish leaves something to be desired. 

o 	 Considerable quantities of concrete were placed today into 
bridge support wall sections and cutoff walls. 

o 	 The fourth spillway plot is being formed and rebarred. Expect 
to place with concrete at the end of the week. 

o 	 Briefed two job foremen on basis first aid measures and how 
to treat typical jobsite injuries. 

21 	 March 

o 	 One downstream slab section and tun bride support wall section: 
placed with concrete. Unfortunately one work hour was lost 
due to corpressor breakdown. Two cubic meters of concrete 
lost due to premature ha rdeninn. Suspect a cold joint in one 
of the w,:lls. 

o 	 One spil!"y:i' section ready for concrete and checked. 
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o 	 Steel work is now two days ahead of concrete work. We are
 
back on schedule.
 

o 	 Discussed wood flashboards which are to be installed on top
 
of the spillway crest with T.P. representatives. There is
 
a question in our combined minds if the ONEA will use them
 
to raise the water level in reservoir No. 3, will maintain
 
them, and remove them as required. There is also a question
 
if dam No.3, which is already defective, will be abl6 to take
 
the additional pressure. Will discuss with the project control
 
Group at the next meeting.
 

o 	 Contractor removed the remains of the old wing wall structure
 
associated with the pipe and valve structure. This structure
 
interfered with the work to be performed on the northerly end
 
of the dam.
 

22 	March
 

o Stripped another bridge support wall section which was placed
 
with concrete yesterday. Indeed,we have a cold joint in this 
wall as a result of the compressor breakdown. Have ordered 
repairs. 

o 	 More work is in progress on bridge support walls. One upper
spillway section is being placed with concrete. 

o 	 Laterite block deliveries are in progress. This material 
is i equired for the embankement rip-rap.

U 	 The reservoir transfer pipe is still delivering water to 
reservoir No.3, but at a slower rate. Water level is now 
about equ;,lized. We need the lowest possible level to work 
on the embankements. 

o 	 Our only backhoe is down again due to hydraulic problems. 
o 	 Toda:" is the 130th calendar day since work started on this 

project. 1'e are continuing, to build without the benefit of 
approved drawings. 

o 	 The Mini ster of Transport visitcd the jobsite this mornin,. 
He was interested in progress and the layout of the bridge and 
road. Another visitor was the Ouaga-Inter customs official 
who let the RE get away with cement lnst week. 

\;icto r ', . Lay on
Reside .5eneer 

Distribution:
 
I'ASHArI D 1 copy
 
USAI I) 2 copies
 
File I copy
 

VJL/vj 1 
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 23 March 1986 to 29 March 1986
 

WASHAID ProjectNo. 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID Project No. 686-0263 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No. 2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. 

23 March (Sunday) 

o Third spillway plot completed yesterday was stripped this
 
morning. Upstream face shows a few pockets of exposed aggre
gate resulting from inadequate vibration. Plywood forms are
 
also getting tired. Discussed these observations with the
 
superintendent who agreed to immediate repairs and improved
 
concrete practices.
 

o 	A fourth spillway plot, lower section, was placed with concrete
 
today.
 

o 	Foundation work is in progress at both south and north ends
 
of the dam where the abutments will be built.
 

o 	One upstream slab section is in preparation for concrete
 
placement.
 

o 	One bridge support wall section stripped of forms. Results
 
are-good.
 

o 	USAID Mission Directc" visited the jobsite this morning.
 

24 	March
 

o Lower spillway section stripped this morning together with
 
two bridge support wall sections. Again, some minor patching
 
is required. Improved workmanship on concrete is a daily
 
subject of discussion, but the message does not seem to yet
 
across.
 

o 	Concrete cylinder test results for the 300Kg. mix are up to
 
specified stregth reouirements and beyond.
 

o 	 Work on northern abutment foundations is progressing normally" 
and is on schedule. 

o 	One partial upstream slab section and one upper bridge support
 
wall section placed withe concrete.
 

o 	 Worked with T.P. representatives to calculate the quantities 
to be paid in the March reauisition. 

25 	March
 

o 	Bridge support wall section stripped. Contractor has designate
 
one mason to make concrete repairs while it is still green.
 

o 	Project Control Group meeting this morning. OPT wants
 
additional conduits in sidewalk for their cormunications. 
Group decided that OPT will furnish the PVC conduits they 
desire at no cost to the Project. Discussed the practical 
utility of flashboards designed to raise the level of reservoir 
No.3. 0.'LI.\ nave verbal assurance that they will maintain, 
store, rerove and install these boa rds as reouired. Time t-ill 
tell. 
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o 	Another spillway plot section, upper level, was placed with
 
concrete, stripped and shaped to conform to design.
 

o 	Foundation work continues at northerndam abutment witi the
 
installation of filter cloth and sand layer.
 

o 	Fifth spillway plot is being formed. Two more to go.
 
o 	A test hole was dug to locate the massive concrete beam
 

which follows the dam on the downstream side. Grades taken
 
appear to indicate that we need not remove this beam and
 
can in fact use it to good advantage to hold the gabions on
 
that side. This represents quite a saving to the project.
 

o 	Received marked up reproducible plans from R. Wood together
 
with a letter of comments. SATOM Paris has the same informatic
 
Principal comment relates to the steel in the bridge deck
 
where R. Wood wishes to approach US standards. Plan No.10
 
has not yet been received by Wood.
 

26 	March
 

o 	More stripping of forms. One bridge support wall requires
 
a bit of patching because the wall ties were not properly
 
checked prior to concrete placement. More pre-placement
 
inspection is needed. I wonder if we are not pushing the
 
crews beyond the pace to which they are accustomed.
 

o 	Work to calculate the payable quantities continues. We have
 
passed the midway point for reinforced concrete.
 

o 	The little walls associated with the transfer valve installati(
 
were placed with concrete. There were no plans for this work.
 
Furthermore, the change order covering this item is still
 
stuck somewhere at T.P. Office.
 

o 	RE attended country team meeting where the Embassy Staff
 
discussed the current state of affairs in Burkina and the
 
effect of tensions between the US and Libya.
 

27 	 March 

o 	Concrete mixer has been shut down since yesterday afternoon.
 
Spare rollers cleared customs with unusual speed and are being
 
installed. There will be no concrete work today.
 

o 	In the meantime,form and rebar work continues and is well
 
ahead of concrete. Two slab sections and three bridge support
 
wall sections are ready for placement.
 

o 	First coat of bituminous waterproofin'p has been applied to 
upstream spillway face where concrete will be ini contact with 
backfill. 

o 	 Transfer valve wall were stripped and look oood. 
o 	 Verified all quantities payable by the March requistion and 

approved same. 
o 	 Prepared replyi message to WASI;AID for transiittal to R. Wood. 
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o Received new plans Nos. 13 and 14 as well as revised plans
 
10B and 11A from SATOM Paris. We are in good shape planwise
 
now except that none of these plans have been approved by
 
SOCOTEC.
 

o Requested contractor to tighten CDR security at jobsite in
 
view threats against US activities worldwide. We pay our
 
CDR guards and they are on the ball.
 

o 	 Total value of the requisitions processed to date is about
 
238 million CFA.
 

28 	March (Ambient temperature 105.80F)
 

o 	 The crane and the concrete mixer are both out of service this
 
morning but the mechanics are working on them. The backhoe
 
is used to lift pre-assembled steel to the top of bridge
 
support walls. Other rebar work continues.
 

o 	 Some of the worn plywood form facings are replaced. Local
 
marine plywood is of poor quality and will only stand 3 or 4
 
uses.
 

o Grubbing and clearing continues on the south approaches to
 
the dam. Recovered rip rap is stockpiled on site for future
 
use.
 

o 	 Concrete work resumed at 10;00 a.m. with all equipment opera
tional. One spillway plot (lower section) placed with concrete
 
We now have 2 half yard dumpsters on the job. This should
 
expedite concrete work.
 

o 	 Two additional spillway plots are being formed at the end of
 
the dam.
 

o 	 USAID representatives were at the jobsite to make video tapes
 
of the work as it progresses. Tapes will be available for
 
Washington viewing. 

o 	Crew worked until 21:30 under floodlights to place concrete 
into two bridge support wall sections and to make up for time 
lost this morning. 

29 	March
 

o 	 Stripped lower spillway plot and wall sections placed yester
day. A bit of finishing is required. Instructed surveyor
 
to verify plumb and alignment of forms prior to placement.
 

o 	 Steel is being installed in the southern abutment foundations
 
in accordance with the latest drawings received from SATOM.
 

o 	 One additional bridge support wall placed with concrete
 
o 	 Workforce this week averaged 80 workers.. 

VletO'J. Eayton, 
Distribution: WASHIAID 1 Resident Enineer' 

US\ID 2 
File I 
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Period: 30 March 1986 to 26 April 1986
 

WASHAID Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID Project No. 686-0263
 
TITLE: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
 

30 	March
 

o 	 Easter. No work today
 

31 	March Official holiday. Ambient Temperature at noon 100.40F
 

o 	 Payday for the crew took place last Saturday. The averape
 
worker put in 312 hours over a 29 day period.
 

o 	 Reduced crew of 80 men is removing bridge support wall forms.
 
These were placed with concrete last Saturday. Results are
 
good.
 

o Steel workers are forming the rebars for the base slab in the
 
southern abutment with dowels for the wing wals. There are
 
over 
15 "l'ons of steel in this slab and the grid is complex.
 
Plans do not show all the steel that is required. Adjustments
 
made in the field.
 

o 	 Trouble with the portable concrete mixing llant due to pump
breakdown. Improvisation made it possible to place concrete 
in one bridge support wall section. 

o 	 One bridge sulpport beam also formed and placed with concrete.
 
o 	The U)S Ambassador to Burkina visited the jobsite this morning.

There were also visitors from the University of Georgia. 

1 April 

o 	 Forms stripped from bridge support wall. Instructed masons
 
on method of repair and how to recess and seal ties.
 

o 	 Project control Group meetinp this morning. Major actions:
 
1) Chanpe Order on spillway valve installation issued: 2)
 
ONEA has decided that sni..lwav flashboard installation is not
 
desired and that savings should be used to extend 
rip-rap
 
on embankments beyond contract limits. Paperwork to follow.
 

o 	One upper spillwav section was placed with 300 Kye. concrete
 
Concrete sets very quickly at our daytime temperatures. Speed

and teamwork are essential. Concrete retarders are not used
 
.in this country.
 

o Work is progressing on southern abutment foundation slab.
 

2 April Ambient temperature 106 0 F
 

o 	 Reviewed and checked calculations for requisition No.4. There
 
were several minor errors.
 

o 	Concrete cylinder test results made by the National Laboratory
 
on 300 Kg. concrete are erratic. Directed contractor to take
 
his own cylinders for comparison purposes. The 350 Kg. concret
 
meets all specifications.
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o 	Received and replied to R. Wood Telex repardinp south abutment
 
foundation slab rebar oversight. The field has noted the void
 
in the grid and corrected the error.
 

o 	 More bridge support wall sections were placed with concrete. 
o 	Second coat of bituminous waterproofing was applied to to
 

dam spillway where it will be backfilled.
 
o 	Two bridge deck pillow blocks formed and placed with concrete.
 

3 April
 

o 	Stripped foundation slab section this morning. There is 
evidence of inadequate vibration - an old Problem. Repairs 
made. 

o 	Two bridge support wall sections placed with concrete.
 
o 	 Rebar work underway for two spillway sections 
o 	Departed from jobsito mid-morning for airport. 

4 April
 

o 	In route to USA for two week home leave.
 

8 April
 

o 	Checked in with WASI..I by telephone. Also, had long telephone 
conversation with Roaer Wood at his Tnenver office. ,'.e discussed 
the status of SATO, nlans and the contractor's apparent 
reluctance to accept the chanpes desired by Wood. There is 
a conflict between US and French methods in desion and in the 
manner in which plans are detailed. As a result of distance, 
delays, and communication (lanqua.e) Problems, the field must 
assume a greater than normal responsibility in making adj ustments 
M.!r.bood asked for formal justification in meoranda form. 

16 	April
 

o 	Another batch of marked-up plans received from Roger Wood.
 
Checked with State through WASHAID on present situation in
 
Burkina Faso. All quiet.
 

17 	April
 

o 	Departed US via Boston and Paris.
 

18 	April
 

o 	Arrived Ouagadougou with some delay. Jobsite closed.
 

19 	April
 

o RE returned to project this morning and noted good progress.
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o 	 All but two bridge support walls are finished, abutment wing
walls are in the works, and one bridge deck section is nearly
ready for concrete. The project is on schedule. 

o 	Reviewed all of R. Wood's comments with the contractor. Almost 
all of the discrepancies have been detected in the course of
 
construction because they are more visible than on the plans.
 

o 	Spillway backfill is partially complete and has good compaction.
 

22 	April (Sunday) 

o Contractor is working with the usual half crew in order to gain 
on the project schedule. Steel work and forming continues on 
the southerly abutment and bridge support wails. 

o 	 Rip-rap work is advancing on the most side of the south abut
ment. The work is very neat and pleasing to the eve. 

o 	 Steel edging for the bridge deck section has not been delivered 
to the job and we must have it to place concrete. The gabions 
are not on the Job either and we need them badly now. it is 
obvious that the contractor's procurement actions are not as 
agressive as his field work. This will be the subject of a 
nose to nose confrontation with local S..\'TON manatement tomorrow. 

21 	April Ambient Tempera ture at noon 105.8°0F. 

o 	S.,TOM advises that anglle irons and gabions are on a train which 
departed Abidjan 19 April. Because this signifies delay we 
are scrounging around with the local ironmonpers. Success 
We have located enough angle ircns to get by ... and at a good 
price at that. I guess this is the African way. 

o 	 Prepared abreviated progress report for WASIHAID. 
o 	 Light fixture bases which were to be provided by SONABFL are 

not on the job. T.P. inspector sent to get results. 
o 	 South abutment walls checked for dimensions and accuracy. This 

part of the job is ready for concrete. 
o 	 One of the few remaining bridge support wall sections placed 

with concrete. 

22 	April
 

o Project Control Group meeting this morning. It was poorly
 
attended, but we had to make some decisions anyway as follows:
 
1) 	Confirmation that elimination of flashboards will be used
 
fundwise to extend rip-rap work beyond contract pay limits.
 
Formal ONEA letter to follow; 2) Elimination of expensive
 
bridge deck drain gratings in favor of simple, maintainable,
 
PVC drain pipes partially protected by sidewalk curbin,. These
 
decisions had to be made to stay on schedule.
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o 	 The call on SONABEL has produced results. We now have all 
we need for the bridge light fixture bases. At the request 
of SONABEL, we will now have six (6) bridpe light fixtures 
instead of four (4). Distances were changed to reflect. There
 
are other implications on electrical pull boxes.
 

o 	South abutment walls were placed with concrete in the lower 
section. 

23 	April
 

o 	 Abutment wall forms stripped of forms. Minor patching required. 
o 	 Bridge deck section formword completed, checked, and ready for 

concrete.
 
o 	 SATOM supplied copy of letter to T.P. regarding their proposal 

to change the bridge deck drains. This will save the project 
about 2.5 Y,. CF.\ 

o 	 Prepared seven memoranda to R. Wood in reply to his auestions. 
o 	 Received another package of marked up plans from R.Wood via 

DI!L. It only took five days to reach Ouayn. The difFerences 
between Wood and S:\TO, are gradually being resolved. None of 
these plans have the SOCOTIC approval. 

24 	 April 

o 	 Reviewed cylinder break results. All breaks now meet specs. 
o 	 Interened in a dispute between the National Test Oaboratory 

and the contractor on the general subject of soil comnaction 
tests. The issue was on the matter of timing. Resolved. 

o 	 First bridge deck section placed with concrete. Test cylinders 
taken. Placement was carefully superyised for good vibration 
and wat r cure. Ambi ent temperature 96.8 F: concrete tempera
ture 95 Y. 

25 	 April 

o 	Rebar installation started on the second bridge deck section. 
Examined work performed yesterday. Everything looks good. 

o 	 Estimate that to attain US bridge reinforcement standards has 
meant an increase of 5% in rebar steel. 

o 	Compaction tests on south embankment by National Test Laboratorv 
meets specifications. 

o 	Local motion picture team on the job this morning for public 
information purposes. 

o 	 Work continues to install rebar grids on south and north 
abutment walls. 

o 	Rip-rap work continues on south approach to dam. 
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26 	 April 

o 	Working with the contractor and T.P representatives to deve
lop quantities for the April requisition. Cutoff is 25 April.
 

o 	Compaction in layers and jetting continues on the south
 
approches.
 

o 	Formwork and steel completed for the south abutment wing walls. 
Concrete placed today. 

o 	 Steelwork continues in the area of the second bridge deck 
section. There will be a light fixture outboard of this 
deck section and a matching electrical pull-box embedded in
 
the sidewalk. Verified the anchorage points for the safety

railing . The PVC conduits which were to be supplied by the 
contract are now going to be provided by the utility companies. 
This represents another area of savings. 

Reside t E"ngineer 
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 27 April 1986 to 3 May 1986
 

WASIIAID Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAJD Project No. 686-0263 
TITLE: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso 

27 April (Sunday) 

o 	 Heavy downpour at 3:00 a.m. No damage to work in progress. 
o 	 Reduced crew stripped south abutment wing walls. Minor renairs 

were made prior to the application of tar-based waterproofing 
followed by backfill and the start of compaction in lifts. 

o 	 Last bridge support wall was placed with concrete. 
o 	 Rip-rap work continues on the southwesterly side of the embank

ment. It is a very neat job which will improve nroject 
appearance. 

o 	 Final touches applied to rebars of second bridge dec section. 
Armored angles were welded to grid and styrofoam pap-fillcr 
was installed. Two light fixtures wili be installed on this 
deck section.
 

o 	 Steel columns under the first bridge deck section were replaced 
with timbers because we are short of steel posts. Deck will 
he supported for ei ght days. 

28 April 

o 	 The hig job today is to get the second bridgie rec: section 
ready for concrete. Ix'ervthing is being checked for conformity 
with plans. 

o South abutment walls continue to be backfilled in lifts with 
compaction and water jettiny. 

o Formwork started on north abutment. Steel is partiallv in
 
place.
 

o Trainload of gabions and armored deck joints is scheduled to 
arrive in Ouagadoug ou today. 

29 April Ambient temperature this noon a cozy 109.401F 

o 	 Concrete placement today in second bridge deck section. Very
fast set on concrete due to high ambient temperatures. There 
will be five more sections to complete after this one. Our 
objective is to place at least one section per week. 

o Compaction in lifts continues behind the south abutment. 
Density measurements are being taken. 

o 	 Project control Group meeting this morning. lave requested 
confirmation of neoprene sliding block Drices. 174 units are 
involved. ONEA has written to T.P. reouesting that savings
derived from elimination of flashboards be applied to rip-rap 
work beyond contract limits. T.P. in turn was requested to 
initiate Change Order for the simplification of ',ridge deck 
dra ins. 
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o 	 Work continues to rebar and form the north abutment walls. 
o 	 Removed 800mm. corrugated transfer pipe between reservoirs 

2 and 3 in oder to prepare the embankment for rip-yap. 
o 	 Contractor crew began the removal of bridge deck forms from 

the work placed on 24 April. What is visible looks good. 
o Received data package for polyethylene (HDPE) pipe. Requested 

this information in March. Will discuss the possibility of 
a project with USAID. 

30 April
 

o Contractor worked by artificial light in order to complete 
concrete placement into the second bridge deck section. Water 
cure was applied through the night and continues today. 

o 	 Transfer pipe removal completed today and backfill started 
with extra good compaction in lifts of about 30cm. 

o 	 Formwork continues on the north abutment walls. Hope to 
place concrete at the end of this week. 

o 	 Formwork started on third bridge deck, section 
o 	 Attended Country Team briefing at US Embassy. 
o 	 Drafted a fairly stiff letter to SATON management in Ouapa 

informing them that log istic support of this project leaves 
much to be desired and that such a comment could be reflected 
in RE's final Contractor Evaluation Report. 

1 	May 

o 	 Local Labor Day - No work 

2 	 May Ambient temperature a miserable 111.20 F 

o 	 Backfill, compaction and jetting cnntinues behind the south 
abutment walls. This is a critical area which requires much 
attention. Concrete walls are still green and we must take 
care not to apply too much pressure. 

o 	 Formwork continues on third bridge deck section while first 
section is being stripped 

o 	 Hand delivered my letter to SATOM Management - Nobody home. 
o Was informed that gabions and armored deck angles have arrived 

at Ouaga-Inter after a small deviation to Bobo Dioulasso. The 
gabions were in fact delivered at 1430 hrs. 

o 	 RE is now in posession of all but one SOCOTEC approved plans. 
An advance copy of Plan No.12 (which was missing) is in hand. 
It gives details of the valve chamber which is already built. 

o 	 Discussed potential water-main crossing of reservoir No.2 with 
A. Ouattara. Prepared Telex to WASH Operations Center asking 
for cost estimate of such I project. 

o 	 [S Embassy photographer on site this afternoon. 
o 	 Received Telex from R. Wood on the subject of paving. No reply 

necessary. 
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o 	Had a not too friendly debate with the technicians of the 
National Test LaboratorV. Told them that construction work 
on this project has priority over testinp and sampling. Also 
that the laboratory must integrate its work with the contractor', 
schedule. Simply put, this is the old "tail wants to wai, the 
dog" problem. 

3 May 

o 	 More material delivered behind the south abutment walls. 
Density measurements taken, but not where they are useful. 
This will be the subject of discussion with Laboratory manaie
ment. 

o 	 Work continues to form the third bridge deck section. Al I 
the steel has been pro-fabricated anr this should ,'o Fast. 

o 	 Gabion work started on the west side of the dam. DeTlonstrated 
to the crew how this houl d be (lone. 

o 	 Work started on the fourth brid(Ve dccl: section. 
o 	 Another [IS [n1,IbassV photo,,rapher on the ioh today. 11 is 

proj ect has become very poplIar ltIy. 

Pesidentt Fn:,ineer 
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 4 May 1986 to 10 May 1986
 

WASIIAID Project No. 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID Project No. 686-0263
 
TITLE: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
 

4 	May ( Sunday)
 

o Steady rain associated with thunderstorms started at 190(0 irs.
 
last night. It caused reservoir No.2 to rise by about 20 cm.
 
No damage at jobsite, only mud. These rains may come more
 
frequently now and we must hurry with the project.
 

o 	Transfer valve cemented into place with anchor bolts set.
 
o Filter cloth and sand installation started on the downstream
 

side of dam. First gabions placed into position.
 
o 	Established grade and slope for the easterly side of the south
 

abutment. 
o 	Concrete placed into the south aboutment wall sections.
 
o 	Gabion work continues alont' the upstream side of the clam.
 

Quality is not what I had hoped for. Rer, uested that some of 
the wire baskets be reworked. 

5 	May 

o Job superitendant was directed by his management to release 
our only sheepsfoot roller to another project. RE sent a 
note to SATOM reauesting that the order be rescinded and that 
he would not approve the April requistion until the order ,as 
cancelled. The project needs the machine for compaction.
 

o Steelwork started on the third bridge deck section. It should
 
be finished today.
 

o 	 Forms stripped from abutr-ent wall sections placed yesterday. 
o 	 Gabion work continues on both sides of the dam. 
o Backfill, grading, compactiom, and rip-rap work resumed on 

both sides of the southerly approaches to the dam. 
o 	Crew augmentation today. There are now 110 men employed here.
 
o 	 Met with Mi rector of National Test Laboratory to clear up our 

little problem. Matter resolved te mutual satisfaction. 
o Noted minor design problem at abutment transition slab as shown
 

on Plan No.11. Space for bridge deck expansion must be protected.

Directed that transition slab be thickened at point of contact
 
which will permit armored edge and seal installation. This is
 
a 	field change.
 

6 May
 

o Project Control Group meeting this morning. Discussed:
 
1) Project status; 2) Method of compensation for utility
 
companies; 3) Change Orders that need to be nrepared.
 

o 	Gabion work, compaction, and rip-rap work continues.
 
o The third bridge deck section is being prepared for concrete
 
placement tomorrow. 
 Formwork on the fourth section continues.
 

o 	Requisition No.5 verified, signed, and forwarded to T.P.
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o 	 Requested that SATOM provide additional quantities of filter 
cloth. It should be available in Abidjan. 

o Was assured by SATOM local management that critically needed
 
compaction equipment would not be removed.
 

o Payroll analysis indicates that during the month of April
 
the average crewmember worked 325 hours.
 

7 	May Ambient temperature today reached 106 0 F.
 

o 	Third bridge deck section placed with 60m 3 of concrete today.
 
o 	Formwork continues on the fourth bridge deck section.
 
o 	Gabion and rip-rap work continues.
 
o Fill and compaction is progressing behind the south abutment
 

wall. Density tests were made.
 
o 	 Steel and formwork is progressing on the northerly abutment 
walls. We are planning to place concrete tomorrow.
 

o 	 Transfer valve painted with deck grey epoxy paint. 
o 	 Steelworkers have been directed to move required stock and 

equipment to the bridge deck. This will clear the downstream 
side of the dam for grading: and evenual removal of the cofferdan 

8 	May (Holiday) 

o 	 Removed side panels of bridge deck section Placed yesterdav. 
Wet cure has been applied through the night and will continue 
for at least five days. 

o 	 Formwork continues on fourth bridge deck section. Steel is 
readv' for installation. We should be able to place concrete
 
in the early part of next week. If we do, we will have gained 
on the schedule. 

o 	 Slope preparation continues on both sides of the approaches to 
the dam. Filter cloth was installed. 

o 	 Gabion work is progressing on both sides of the dam. With 
superintenclant, agreed on the gabion configuration at the 
transfer valve. Work was started. 

o 	 Steelworkers are now partially installed on the completed 
bridge deck section. This has been a very dynamic sub-contractol 

9 	May
 

o Met with OPT (Telephone Co) engineer to arrange the temporary
 
relocation of lines along the upstream cofferdam in preparation
 
of its removal. There is no problem.
 

o 	 Stripping of forms from walls placed yesterday. Shoring re
moved from below the first bridge deck section. 

o 	 Good progress for steelwork on fourth bridge deck section. Hope 
to place concrett- in two days. If we do, we'll be gaining on 
the schedule. 

o 	 Gabion and rip-rap work continues at several locations. Work 
is of good quality by very slow. The concrete beam which was 
buried and left in place will serve us well on the dam downstrea 
side.
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o SATOM advises that additional filter cloth has been located in
 
the Ivory Coast. Transportation remains to be arranged. There
 
is still some material on the jobsite, but not enough to
 
complete.
 

o The tracked backhoe which was supposed to be of use for the
 
excavation and was never operational is finally being dis
manteled for removal. It has been an eyesore all along.
 

o Received long message from R. Wood with his reaction to plans.
 
Reply prepared. No problems this end.
 

o 	Concrete placed into the large wingwall section on the northerly

abutment. Worked quite late. Expect to strip tomorrow, apply

waterproofing and start with backfill.
 

10 May 

o 	 As planned, forms stripped from winpv.'all . Excavation prepared
for backfill. Waterproofing paint applied to exposed concrete. 

o 	 Fourth bridge deck section rebarred and checked. Armored 
edges welded into place and drains installed. Hope to place 
concrete tomorrow, but we are short of cement - need - more 
tons. SATOM supply failed to provide althou -h reauested to do 
so. Logistics are not on the ball. 

o 	 Gabion work and rip-rap continues but is slow. 
o 	 Requested that our CDR give us better traffic control on the 

south approaches to dam. It is a matter of image and efficiency. 
o 	 Shoring and formwork in progress at the fifth bric1 ge deck 

section
 

/ 
"ViCtori j. La vt6n tReside'nt Engineer
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Period: 11 May 1986 to 17 May, 1986
 

Project No. WASHAID 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID 686--0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
 

11 	May (Sunday)
 

o 	 Without enough cement on 
the job to place the fourth bridge

deck section today we had to raid another SATOM job and
 
diverted 40 
tons to this project last night. The concrete
 
was placed today and water cure applied.
 

o Form and steelwork is going on at the south abutment wall
 
top section. The concrete on the north abutment wall has
 
been rubbed, patched and was treated with two coats of tar
 
based waterproofing.
 

o 	 Gabion work continues in all locations.
 
o 	 Rip-rap work is also progressing on both sides of the south 

approaches to the dam. 
o 	 Steel support beams and formwork has begun on the fifth bridge 

deck section.
 

12 	MaN'
 

o There was a spectacular thunderstorm last night and a hea-,
downpour of 13mm. Electric power was out for about three 
hours this morning. Reservoir No.2 rose by 30cm and all 
storage capacity in reservoir No. I has been used. Job was 
not affected but ,'e lost time for our electric pumps. 

o 	 Grading was resumed with sheeps foot roller blade on the west 
side of the dam. 

o 	 Rip - rap work continues on the south approaches of the da,.
We are concentrat ing, on the lowCr portions in order to -et 
above water level, limits on our supply of filter cloth is 
another factor.
 

o 	 Formworh continues at the south abutment wall top section. 
o 	Backfill with compaction has started at the northerly abutrent. 

We are using 30 cm lifts of select material. 
o 	 Requested local SATOM Management to expedite delivery of filter
 

cloth material from Ivory Coast where it is available.
 

13 	May
 

o 
 Project Control Group meeting this morning. The following

items were discussed: 1) Project status report; 2) Actions
 
by SONABEL to relocate power and provide lights for brid,'e;

3) Amendment of Change Order 
to provide funds for the purchase

of transfer valve operating rod (150,000 CFA).
 

o 	 South abutment wall forms and steel checked. Concrete placed
 
today.
 

o 	 Requested crew augmentation to expedite rip-rap work in anti
cipation of another rainstorm.
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o 	Backfill with compaction continues. The equipment provided
 
is old and worn out. Much time is lost for repairs.
 

o 	Gabion work is about 70% complete but progress is slow.
 
o 	 Formwork on the fifth bridge deck sections finished and steel

work was started today. Hope to be ready for concrete on 
15 May. 

o 	Received R. Wood's Telex OK on plan sheet No.12. This plan
 
covers the transfer valve structure and the work has been
 
done in part. RE asked the local SOCOTEC (Lomb) representative
 
to expedite review and approval by his agency. This is the
 
only plan that has not been sprinkled with holy water. Hope
 
it soon will be. Amen.
 

14 	 May 

o 	 Stripped forms from south abutment walls upper section. Minor 
patching was required. 

o 	 Rebarwork is progressing very well on the fifth bridge dock 
section. Put the heat on the contractor so we can place with 
concrete tomorrow.
 

o 	 Fill and compaction work continues on the northerly abutment. 
Density tests were taken and meet specifications. The contractol 
is doing all he can to seal this end of the dam. 

o 	 Gabion work continues on both sides of the dam and at the 
transfer valve intake. 

o 	 Rip-rap woak is progressing slowly on the southeasterly side 
of the approaches to the dam. 

o 	 Received message from Camp Dresser & McKee, Boston requestino 
information on 111)111' pipe procurement. Reply furnished. 

o 	 Sucessfully performed CPR on a drowned fisherman near the dam. 

15 	 May Ambient temperature 102.2 0 F. 

o 	 Received batch of concrete cylinder test reports forim LNBTP. 
Results meet or exceed specification requirements, but there 
are erratic performances in the 7 to 28 day tests. RE suspects 
that this is caused by laboratory methods. All the concrete 
is carefully checked at the mixing plant and at placement.
 
It is generally of uniform appearance and consistency. There
 
is no cause for concern.
 

o 	Gabion work is approaching completion. Hope to have it done
 
by the end of this week.
 

o 	Backfill and compaction continues. Densities are taken at 
regular intervals but not in locations where the engineer 
wants them. I suspect that the lab technicians are miffed. 

o 	Top section of the south abutment wall formed and ready for
 
concrete.
 

o 	Today was plagued with equipment breakdowns. Everything is old,, 
poorly maintained, and the operators are inexperienced. 

o 	Fifth bridge deck section placed with concrete. Water applied. 
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16 	 May 

o Side panels stripped from fifth bridge deck section which
 
was placed yesterday. Concrete looks good. Water cure
 
continues to be applied.
 

o 	 Formwork for the sixth bridge deck section was started. We
 
are now one week ahead of schedule for this type of work.
 

o 	 Determined that slope at top of the southeast wing wall is
 
incorrect as formed. Changes were made. This section of the
 
wall is exposed and visible.
 

o 	 Gabion work is slower than expected. We are running out of
 
well formed stones.
 

o 	Jobsite field office will be torn down next week. This must
 
be done to permit work on the northerly approaches to the dam.
 
RE moved some of his supplies to the USAID office where
 
space has been p)rovided.
 

o 	 Rip-rap work continues on woutherly approaches.
 
o 	 Formwork started on north abutment wing walls top section.
 

Contractor is using the same forms he emplo d on the south 
walls. This sould allow us to place concrete early next week. 

o We started to shave away at the easterly cofferdam when our 
bicketloader broke down. This was a rented machine and we 
will try to find another one on Ouagadougou. 

o 	 SONABY'. has furnished 120m. of 160ram and 120m of 75mm PVC 
conduits for electric power and lights for the bridge. 

o 	 Heavy but short downpour at 1710 this evening. This has not 
been one of our most F'oductive days.
 

17 	 Mav 

o Delicate grading is required at south approaches where there
 
is a transition to bridge proper. Slopes and elevations
 
checked.
 

o 	 Sixth bridge deck ftomwork continues rather quickly. We should 
be read, for concrete middle of next week.
 

o 
 South abutment walls upper section placed with concrete today.
 
North abutment wall formwork continues.
 

o 	 Last evenings rain had no effect on the project. Reservoir No.2
 
has risen slightly. We have reached a stage in construction
 
where rain can do us no harm. It could be a nuisance, of
 
course.
 

o Manual labor is very slow. Typical ,nd-of-th job syndrome.
 

\ic 	or on
.a 
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Period: 18 May 1986 to 24 May 1986
 

Project No.: WASHAID 3029-167-ACT-OVS - IISAID No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
 

18 	May (Sunday)
 

o Steelworker cravis placing rebars into the sixth bridge deck
 
section so that it will be ready for concrete on 20 May. This
 
would give us an 11 day lead o te planning schedule.
 

o 	Cemented rip-rap work is progressing all along the easterly
 
side of the approach to the dam. The job is running out of
 
filter cloth and what is left is being used sparingly. The
 
bottom of the slope has priority.
 

o 	Gabions are installed on the base of the northeasterly wing

wall. At RE's directionthere is a slight deviation from
 
conceptual plans to save rip-rap without loosing protection
 
for the wall.
 

o 	Discussed construction details of the transition slab with the
 
superintendant. We will not await settlement of the corpacted

fill under the slab but will provide openings for the insertior
 
of liquefied sand if settlement occurs. Construction to begin
 
right away.
 

o 	Form removal started on the abutment wing wall placed yester
day. This will expedite the backfill operation.
 

o 	Had the unexpected chance to overfly dam No.2 and took several
 
aerial photos of the project from a Cessna 152 Aerobat.
 

19 May (Holiday)
 

o 	Steel workers are putting the finishing touches to the rebar
 
grid of the sixth bridge deck section.
 

o 	The contractor is grading the slope on the east side of the
 
southerly abutment where it ties to the wing wall. Rip-rap
 
work is progrcssing slowl', in that direction.
 

o 	Requested a final push on gabion work. We are using the full
 
amount of estimated quantities and there may be an overrun.
 
Final measurements remain to be taken.
 

o Armored bridge deck joints are in preparation for the sliding
 
.flat 	plate and square rod which will seal the joint while
 
allowing movement attributable to thermal expansion.
 

o 	North abutment top wall form and steelwork continues.
 
o 	Transfer valve intake slab placed with fill concrete to solidi

fy gabion work and to facilitate the removal of silt deposits.
 

20 	May Ambient temperature at 14:30, 107.6 0 F
 

o 	Conducted final inspection of sixth bridge deck section and
 
found it ready for concrete. Concrete placed today.
 

o 	Armored bridge deck joint work continues. We are trvin; to
 
develop the best technique for this installation.
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o 	Grade preparation (by hand) and masonry work on rip-rap

continues on the southeasterly embankment in the direction of
 
the dam.
 

o 	Work was started to form and support the seventh and last
 
bridge deck section. It should be ready for concrete early
 
next week.
 

o 
North abutment wall form and steel work is complete. Plan to
 
place concrete tomorrow.
 

o 	Project Control Group meeting this morning was poorly attended.
 
One member from ONBAH has been reportedly fired. Agenda

covered: 1) SONABEL only requires two conduits in the sidewalk;
 
one is for power, the other for lighting. 2) SATOM promised
 
to provide one loader and trucks for massive earthmoving oper
ation next week. 3) SATOM also promised to look into the
 
status of filter cloth and handrail material. 4)USAID will
 
look into the payment status of requisition No.4.
 

21 	Ma"
 

o 	Side forms stripped from the sixth bridge deck section. The
 
deck was trowelled and water cure applied through the night.
 

o 	Fill emplacement and compaction is progressing along the south
 
abutment. The alignment of the approaches to the dam was
 
verified.
 

o 	Rip-rap work continues. It is very slow.
 
o 	North abutment walls, lower section, placed with concrete 
o 	Work continues to form the seventh bridge deck section. Steel
 

fabrication is in the works and should go fast.
 
o 	The renoval of the easterly cofferdam was started and is very


slow with the equipment on hand. SATOM Management appears to
 
be indiferent to our problem. RE prepared a letter to the
 
contractor confirming the verbal request for equipment augment
ation. Travaux Publics, taking up the cue will w,ite a
 
similar communication.
 

o Discussed the preparation of a preliminary "punch list" with
 
the T.P. inspectors. They were not familiar with that procedurE
 

22 	May
 

o Started form removal from the north abutment walls placed with
 
concrete yesterday. Minor repairs are required. Waterproofing
 
compound applied to backfill surfaces.
 

o 	Rip-rap work continues along the southerly approaches. hWe
 
are just about out of filter cloth and will have to stop at
 
Chat point.
 

o 	Formwork on the seventh bridge deck section is coming along

but we won't be able to install the rebars until tomorrow.
 

o Slopes and grades confirmed at the south abutment wall.
 
o 
Armored joints for the bridge deck sections approach completion,
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o 	Established grades for the south abutment transition slab.
 
o 	Work was started to calculate quantities for the May requi

sition. This will be a fairly comprehensive one.
 
o 	Cleanup of the jobsite has started.
 
o 	RE's letter to SATOM seems to have produced some results.
 

One front-end loader appeared this afternoon and several
 
trucks are scheduled for tomorrow.
 

o 	The U.S. Ambassador to Burkina made an informal visit to the
 
project this morning. His interest is very helpful.
 

23 	May
 

o 	Contractor finally got going on the removal of the easterly
 
cofferdam. We have one loader and five trucks in deplorable
 
condition. Below the surface, the material is wet and trouble
some to removc . 

o 	Formwork on the seventh bridge deck section is comnleted and 
the steelworkers are there. It will be ready for concrete on 
26 	 May, almost two weeks ahead of schedule. 

o 	Backfill and compaction at the south abutment is hampered by
the breakdown of the sheepsfoot roller. Select fill is 
spread by b1and and rolled with the "Dvnapak". We'll have to 
accept the best compaction .we can get. 

o 	Jobsite cleanup continues.
 
o 	Work on the May requisition quanticies is progressing well.
 

24 	May
 

o 	Rebarwork on the last bridge deck section is coming along.
 
o 	The northerly abutment wall, upper section, has been stripped
 

of forms. Some finishing is needed.
 
o 	The removal of the east cofferdam continues. Contractor has
 

built a terassed track inside the cofferdam to improve the
 
use of available equipment. Unfortunately the truck drivers 
don't know how to use the reverse gear and some of the backhoe 
time is used up to haul truckout of the sloping embankents. 

o 	Rip-rap work continues slowly. We are just about out of filter
 
cloth. We asked for resupply early this month.
 

o 	The south abutment transition slab is in the works.
 
o 	A colony of field mice is actively reproducing in the double
 

roof of the field office. Ocasionally, a hairless infant
 
falls on my paperwork. The time has come to move out.
 

?icto- J. on,
 

Resident E gineer
 
Distribution:
 

USAID/ Burkina 1
 
WASH Ops. Center 2
 
File 1
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 25 May 1986 to 31 May 1986 

Project No. WASHAID 3029-167-ACT- OVS USAID No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2 - Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
 

25 	May (Sunday)
 

o 	A small crew of the more skilled trades is on the job today

in order to maintain the lead on the schedule.
 

o 	Finishing touches are underway on the seventh and last bridge
 
deck section so we can place concrete tomorrow. The styrofoam
 
gap filler planks remain to be procured locally and the job
 
is again out of cement.
 

o 	Sub-contract masons are on the job in order to extend the
 
rip-rap on the southeasterly side of the approaches to tie
 
in 	 with the wing wall. 

o Some of the compaction for the south transition slab must be
 
done over. The grades were wrong and density measurements
 
failed to meet the specified 951 density.
 

o 	RE attempted again to obtain some standards for concrete
 
finishes on the project. REQuested that contractor retain
 
some monies from the masons until the work is satisfactory.
 

o 	Directed that sidewalks be extended slightly to pro'ide a
 
ramp and also a location for the transition of nower and
 
communications cables into the embedded conduits. Noted
 
that the utility companies are diqging trenches for the under
ground cables which will cross the bridge.
 

26 	 May (Holiday) 

o 	Found that we are unable to place concrete today because the
 
warehouse with the cement is closed for inventory. This is
 
too bad because the slab is readv. 

o 	Rip-rap work continues with the last shred of filter cloth. 
Work must stop until resupplied. 

o 	Slow work on east cofferdam removal with only one backhoe 
and six dump trucks. 

o 	Compacted material under the future southerly tr isition slab
 
must again be removed. We just cannot get the desired deree
 
of compaction. Directed that a different and better materinl
 
be 	brought to the site.
 

o 	Concrete finishing of a certain kind cc tinues. It does not
 
approach the quality we consider normal in the States.
 

o 	Formwork for the sidewalks was started. Hope that it will io
 
faster after the first section is done.
 

o 	Began to verify quantity calculations for the May requisition.
 
Also started an overall assessment of work performed in rela
to the project financial envelope. We are very close to the
 
estimate on 
concrete but have exceeded the estimate on demo
litions, gabions, and waterstop. We are below estimate on
 
steel, blinding concrete, armored steel edges and other minor
 
line items, some of which have been eliminated b Change Order. 
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o The contractor estimates that he will be approximately
 
20 Million CFA short of the total contract value of 566.7
 
Million CFA.
 

27 	May - Temperature at noon: 1050F
 

o Project Control Group met this morning. Meeting was well
 
attended. Agenda: 1) Status report; 2) Definition of work
 
remaining; 3) T.P. requested SATOM to augment equipment for
 
cofferdam removal; 4) SONABEL and OPT discussed their require
ments for interface with project; 5) SONABEL will provide
 
light fixture hardware for bases.
 

o 	Seventh bridge deck section placed with concrete. Water cure
 
applied through the evening and night.
 

o 	Rip-rap work terminated temporarily due to lack of filter
 
cloth. More material is on the way from Abidjan.
 

o 	Repair parts for the sheepsfoot roller have arrived and are
 
being installed. The machine should be available on 29 May.
 
Another backhow was promised by SATOM and is to arrive at
 
the end of the week.
 

o 	Cofferdam removal continues at the earlier rate, ie. slow.
 
o 	Visited ONEA office to brief personel on water main crossing
 

of the reservoir.
 
o 	Completed verification of the May requisition quantities.
 

28 	May
 

o 	Thunderstorm and brief showers last night. No effect on
 
project.
 

o 	Started stripping the side panels from the bridge deck
 
section placed yesterday. Exposed concrete looks good. MIinor
 
repairs are needed.
 

o 	Work continues to form bridge deck sidewalks.
 
o 	Nine trucks are on the job today to remove the east cofferdam.
 
o 	Steel tubing for the handrails was delivered to the jobsite.
 

The material provided will not suffice. SATOM was notified.
 
o 	The small armored edges for the sidewalks have been cut and
 

tabs affixed for installation.
 
o 	Fill and compaction £or the south transition slab finally has
 

met specification requirements. Forming for the slab will
 
start tomorrow.
 

29 	May
 

o 	Slow progress on forming the bridge sidewalks and on concrete
 
finishes.
 

o 	Fill and compaction work has shifted to the north Pbutment.
 
we are using select meterial, but it is a difficult task
 
due to the small walls which limit equipment performance.
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o 	Cleanup of the jobsite and cofferdam removal is progressing.

80 dump truck loads were removed today.
 

o 	Noted good results on concrete cylinder breaks for the
 
bridge deck sections. The results all exceed the specification,
 

o 	OPT is relocating telephone lines to Tanghin from the west
 
cofferdam in preparation for its removal.
 

30 	May
 

o 	Rain during the night caused reservoir No.2 to rise. We have
 
more than one meter of differential between reservoirs No.2
 
and 3. There is mud at the jobsite, but no real problem.
 

o 	The National Test Laboratory is not cooperating with the
 
contractor and the inspecting engineers. The technicians are
 
not on the job when needed to make density tests and we 
cannot d'la, the work. This observation pas passed on to 
the Director of the T.P. 

o 	 CofferdIm removal could be accellerated, but only four trucks 
showed up at the job. 

o 	 The south transition slab was formed, rebarred and placed with 
concrete.
 

o This is a "red ietter" day. After some 198 days since the 
job started ,the RE is in posession of a full set of plans
 
all approved by R. Wood and SOCOTEC. Also received a copy
of Change Order No.3 which eliminated the deck drain prnes 
at a substantial saving to the nroject. 

o 	 Payday for contractor personnel. Average number of workinQ 
hours per man: 276. for the month. 

31 	 May 

o 	 Backfill work and cnmpation continues at the north embankment. 
o 	 Having a difficul- time to get the first section of sidewalk 

right. The sidewalk will bc* very visible and must b perfect. 
o 	 Cofferdam removal continues at a reasonable rate. 
o 	 South transition slab beam and armored edige installed. 

eoncrete placed today.
 
o 	Working to get better results on concrete finishes where
 

the walls are exposed. Superintendant tells me that this
 
is an unattainable goal in Africa. We'll see.
 

ictor J. 'ton 
Resident Eng'ineer
 

Distribution: 
WASHAID 
USAID 
File 

1 
2 
1 
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: June 1, 1986 to June 7, 1986
 

Project No.: WASHAID 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No. 2, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
 

1 June (Sunday)
 

o 	No-work today.
 
o 	Violent thunderstorm last night associated with brief but
 

heavy showers and high winds caused both reservoirs to rise.
 
Water in No.3 has entered the area where the east cofferdam
 
was partially removed. Access for concrete finishing is now
 
more difficult since the spillway slab is now partially
 
submerged under about 2 feet of water. A crocodile has also
 
been sighted in that reservoir. This may hasten the work, but
 
will it improve ? 

2 June
 

o 	 Crew is stripping forms from the first sidewalk section. Three 
more sections have been formed, but only two were placed with 
concrete today. 

o 	 Concrete finishing was resumed under somewhat strained conditions 
The crocodile lurks below and the RE is on ton of the bridge. 

o 	 Backfill with compaction continues at the north abutnent. 
Densities have been taken by the Laboratory and the results are 
bound to be good. 

o 	 Work on the east cofferdam continues with two backhoes and five 
leased trucks. My estimate is that 65% of the job is done. 
We would be finished with that part of the job if SATOM had 
come through as promised. 

o 	 Reviewed the final documentation in support of Reuisition No.6. 
Value of the work performed up to 25 May, 1986 is 459.2 M CFA. 
This represents about 81M of the estimated contract value of 
566.7 M. CFA. 

o 	 The OPT (Telephone Co.) has informed the contractor that they
will not requiie the four cable pull-boxes in the east side
walk as provided by the plans. The company claims that they 
can easily pull over 100 m of cable with a "mouse". This
 
appears reasonable and produces minor savings in formwork, steel,
 
and time.
 

o 	 From this time in the project on, the sequence of work remaining 
is important. Discussed this aspect with the superintendant. 
Work that risks to become submerged by the next rain has prio
rity one. 

o 	 The Laboratory has taken sample materials from existing roadways 
to see if the material can be reused after scarification or
 
if it needs to be replaced to provide a good base.
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3 June
 

o 	Project Control Group meeting this morning. Agenda: 1) Status
 
report of major activities; 2) Payment for SONABEL and OPT
 
work. This is not part of construction contract; 3) Stus of
 
filter cloth delivery; 4) Payment for requisitions nos. 4 & 5;
 
5) Secjuence of events for cofferdam removal.
 

o 	Removal of forms and more forming is in progress at the east
 
sidewalk. Only three sections remain to be done on that side.
 

o 	South transition slab approaches completion with steel edges,
 
utility entrances to conduits, and a ramp for the handicaped.
 
The latter is a nice touch not shown on the drawings.
 

o 	South abutment backfill and compaction is complete. All den
sit' requirements were met. The transition slab will be formed 
and placed with concrete tomorrow. 

o 	 The removal of excess material and muck was started on the west 
cofferdam with one small leased backhoe. 

o 	South approach road cleared of debris and eauipment. Grading 
and compaction sarted. 

o 	 Concrete finishing of sorts continues at its former slow and 
miserable rate without proper tools and even less knowledge. 
The crocodile has not been seen lately. I hope he is still
 
around.
 

o 	 The banco filed office has been torn down in part to clear the 
way for tV, norlherly approach road. P1. is working, fro,; his 
car and the office made available by USAID at the embassy. 

o 	 Only one section of sidewalk was placed with concrete today 
due to a power interruption which lasted most of the afternoon. 

4 June
 

o 	 A brief but heavy downpour last night had no significant effect 
on the project but the level in reservoir No. 2 rose some more. 

o 	 A crew of laborers is removing excess material from the east 
cofferdam where the backhoe could not reach. About 75, of 
that part of the job is complete.
 

c 	 The three remaining sections of the east sidewalk are ready for 
concrete as well as the transition box for OPT. 

o 	The northerly transition slab forms and steel were inspected
 
and found ready for concrete placement. Compaction is fine.
 

o 	The south approach road tc the bridge is in rpreparation with
 
compaction in lifts and fill. The OPT has begun to eXcavate
 
its trench by hand labor.
 

o 	Directed the contractor to install an additional 150mm PVC
 
conduit into the west sidewalk. The contract provides for
 
such an installation and a spare could be useful for the
 
future. It is so easy to do it now.
 

o 	Developc] strategy with the SATOM superintendant to relieve the
 
pressure of rising water against the west cofferdam and to
 
ensure maximum removal of material. We plan to: 1) divert
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pedestrian and light traffic to the east side of the bridge;

2) breach the west cofferdam to equalize water levels using the
 
tranfer valve; 3) remove the west cofferdam when the levels
 
are even. Lights and temporary handrails will be installed.
 

5 June 

o 	The last easterly sidewalk section was formed and placed with
 
concrete. Previously placed sidewalks were stripped and
 
finishing has begun.
 

o 	 Temporary wood handrails are partially installed along the
 
east side of the bridge.
 

o 	 The OPT trench is progressing rapidly towards the project
 
o 	 East cofferdam removal is coming along and is about 85,,
 

complete. We need two more days to finish this Job.
 
o 	 Embankment work has started along the northerly approach to 

the bridge. We can resume this type of work now that the 
filter cloth has reportedly arrived in Ouagadougou. 

o 	 Welders are putting the finishing touches to the deck and 
sidewalk armored edges. lverything looks good. 

6 June
 

o 	 Hand removal of excess cofferdam material is coming along at 
a gingerly pace. The croc we have named MOTAS (SATOM backwards)
is sunning himself on a mudbank in full view of the dar. lie 
is 3m from snout to tailtip and sports a happy grin. 

o 	 Our carpenters have started to form sections of the we.st side
walk while the easterly side is in preparation for pedestrian
traffic. A radio announcement was prenared and the CDRs have 
been briefed on traffic control procedures. 

o The approaches to the bridge ends have been temporarily filled 
to grade with compacted materials. This fill will have to be 
removed prior to the installation of the base course and 
impregnation.
 

o 	 The OPT tranch has linked up with the conduits in the east
 
sidewalk. There was no waste of time there.
 

o 	Met with acting USAID Director to discuss project limits as to
 
paving. We have a payment line item for such work and will
 
make a smooth transition. Existing paving at both ends is
 
in fairly good condition.
 

o 
 USAID Burvina staff gave this writer a little surprise part'
 
this evening. An extra touch came later when the job super
 
and the RE drove over the bridge. A crane was sent first.
 
Prudence pays in this business.
 

7 June
 

o 	 Laborers are cleaning the bridge deck for traffic. Work con
tinues on the west side. We will divide the two lanes with
 
chicken wire on metal posts as soon as power is available for
 
welding.
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o 	Cofferdam removal continues and the trench for the northerly
 
rip-rap cutoff wall is being cut by hand to follow the natural
 
curve of the reservoir bank.
 

o 	As soon as traffic flows over the bridge we will cut a wood
 
lined trench accross the west cofferdam and let the water
 
flow into reservoir No. 3. We still have the option of filling
 
this trench if necessary.
 

o 	Invited the US Ambassador and his lady to cross the new bridge
 
by car. It was an unofficial visit.
 

Residvnt Engineer 

Distribution:
 

WASHAID 1 copy
 
USAID 2 copies
 
File I cop)
 

VJL/vj 1
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DAILY REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
 

Period: 8 June, 1986 to 11 June 1986
 

Project No.: WASHAID 3029-167-ACT-OVS USAID No. 686-0263
 
Title: Reconstruction of Dam No.2, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
 

8 June (Sunday)
 

o 	Small crew stripped formwork from the northerly transition
 
box provided for the OPT (Telephone Co).
 

o 	Traffic on the newly opened bridge is flowing reasonably well.
 
CDRs employed by the contractor are doinp a fair job of keeping

pedestrians moving. People appear to be pleased and there
 
are many exchanges of friendly greetings.
 

o 	The westerly cofferdam is holding up and the flow through the
 
cut is starting to eoualize the levels in the two reservoirs.
 

o 	The crocodile, Motas, is hunting for fish in the fast water
 
at 	 the transfer valve outlet. 

9 June (holiday, Ramadan)
 

o 	Visited the project this morning to check on water levels and
 
traffic situation. All normal. There is still some flow frorF
 
reservoir No.2 into 3 and there is no noticable erosion in
 
the cut.
 

o 	 Met SONABEL. Project !niineer (Frnest 2ONGO) at the iobsite. 
He is very happy with the extra 150m PVC conduit we placed
into the sidewalk for the utility company use. HIe had rees 
ted such a conduit from his superiors, but was turned do.T, for 
financial reasons. SONABtIL intends to install 6 1iphts on 
the bridge and 4 lights on the approaches. Illurination will 
be with selenium lamps. The installation will becin as soon 
as the sidewalks are ready. 

10 	June
 

o 	Project Control Group meeting this morning. Agenda: 1) Status
 
report; 2) Schedule for SONABEL work; 3) Need for contract
 
amendinent to pay utility companies and National Laboratory. 

o 	Cut through the westerly cofferdam was filled and flow closed.
 
Levels in reservoir No.2 is still about 65cm. higher than in
 
No. 3.
 

o 	Two more sections of sidewalk are being prepared for concrete.
 
One section was placed today. Work on epbankment rip-rap
 
was resumed now that filter cloth is on the Jobsite.
 

o 	Work was started to fabricate handrail sections. Cutting' and
 
welding will be done in the field.
 

o 	The SONABEL transition structure on the Sl,' side of the bridge
 
has been formed. The slab to the access manhole for the OPT
 
transition structure was completed and has lift rings.
 

o 	There is some traffic congestion on the bridce, but we can
 
work around it. There is no friction.
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11 	June
 

o Earthmoving work is well underway to shape the embankments
 
for the northely approaches to the dam. The road will be
 
straight, but the contract will have to pay for extra removal
 
and a small amount of extra paving to merge with the existing
 
roads.
 

o 	Rip-rap work is progressing well on the NE side with stabilized
 
sand and filter cloth as before.
 

o 	One more sidewalk section placed with concrete while another
 
one is being formed. We may have all the sidewalks conpleted
 
by this week-end.
 

o 	The contractor is levelling material within the confines of
 
the west cofferdam and is haulinp away excess.
 

o 	Had a short debriefing session with the USAID Mission Director
 
and the U.S. Ambassador to Burkina Faso. Have been in\jted
 
to attend the staff meeting this afternoon followed by a last
 
visit to the project. Cleared this station.
 

12 	June
 

o 	Departed Oua'adougou for the United States via Paris.
 

/Z, 

Vac to'r J: Lzat 
ResiderTt Engin'ber 
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